"If everyone knew what everyone said about everyone, no one would speak to anyone. -- "The Art of Living" by André Maurois (Harper and Bros. 1940)

The Country Parson

"The casual Christian doesn't cause any trouble in the world — but of course he doesn't cause anything else, either."

Many parents are finding out that a pat on the back helps develop character — if given often enough, early enough, and low enough.
"WITH CLOAK AND DAGGER"

"WITH CLOAK AND DAGGER," is a 280 page BOOK (1990) by 'H. H. MEYERS!' (ADDRESS ON THE ENVELOPE: H. MEYERS, P.O. BOX 290, MORISSET, NSW 2264 AUSTRALIA.) "THIS BOOK is sent to you at the request and with the COMPLIMENTS of: W.H. MOYES, 132 Guppy Rd., TARADALE, HAWKES BAY, NEW ZEALAND. (per H.H. MEYERS, Kindly acknowledge receipt.)

I KNEW THAT:

"H.H.MEYERS!" was the former EDITOR of:"ANCHOR!" Magazine, P.O.Box 19; KALBAR Queensland, 4309 AUSTRALIA. (Before he turned it over to: RON and ULA CABLE.) When I saw:

PRINTED BY:"HARTLAND PUBLICATIONS!"
I thought:"Oh! Boy! Here we go again!" I knew H.H. MEYERS as a:"TOP FLIGHT WRITER!" that EXPOSED much that was going on in ADVENTISM IN AUSTRALIA - and also that RON AND ULA CABLE always DEFENDED whatever was done by : "COLIN STANDISH!" and his: "GANG OF 40!" But PRINTED BY:"HARTLAND-???" I wondered how much:"EDITING!" they did before we have the finished PRODUCT I would be afraid of them having a BROKEN ARM from PATTING-THEMSELVES-ON-THE-BACK-!!!

WHAT I MEAN IS:BENDING OVER BACKWARDS TO EXCUSE:"ADVENTISM!" IN THE SAME CLASS with a Mess of so-called:"DISSIDENTS!" and "INDEPENDENTS!" and after EXPOSING what the Church is up to: they will END-UP-BEING-SAVED-ANYWAY and the:"STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" is here to tell them:"HOW THEY CAN:"FINISH THE WORK!" (THEY ARE NOT:"FINISHED-???") but THEY will :"FINISH THE WORK!" with the:"GANG OF 40!" telling them HOW! Before you BEGIN to take on THAT TASK - just WHERE is it WRITTEN that they will go AS LOW AS THEY CAN GO - even to:"THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" and at the SAME TIME will give:
"THE LOUD CRY!!!"

A LOUD CRY! (YES!) THE LOUD CRY! (NO!) NEVER!
FORGET IT! COME BACK TO REALITY! I wondered if:
"HARTLAND!" DIDN'T DOCTOR UP THE REFERENCES - LEAVING
OUT WHAT THEY DID NOT WANT—??? AS IS THE WAY OF
"HISTORIC!" "TRADITIONAL!" ADVENTISM!

AND I FOUND IT—!!!
YOU CAN FOOL THOSE WHO ARE NOT GROUNDED IN: "THE
SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" BUT NOT SOME ONE WHO KNOWS
THESE REFERENCES BY HEART—!!! WHAT AM I TALKING
ABOUT—??? "HARTLAND(MEYERS)" BOOK p. 234. IS THIS
THE WAY IT READS—??? "MY MESSAGE TO YOU IS: No longer
consent to listen without protest to the perversion of truth.
We must firmly refuse..." (THAT IS SUPPOSED TO BE TAKEN
FROM SERIES B2:15 - ???)

SERIES B2:15:
"MY MESSAGE TO YOU IS: No longer consent to listen without
protest to the perversion of truth. "UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS
SOPHISTRIES!!!" SERIES B2:15.(VERY SAME THING NOW IN
SM 1:196.)

"UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES—!!!"
WHY—DID—YOU—LEAVE—THAT—OUT—??! YOU SHOWED NO...s.
You did NOT give a: "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" "TO!" (and
not: "FROM!") "TO!" the LUKEWARM SPEWN OUT:"LAODICEANS!"
YOU SPARED THEM! THE LORD SAID: "SPARE NOT—!!!" (ISA.
58:1. You are supposed to: REPEAT ISA. 58 - "AGAIN AND
AGAIN!" T2:35. "Will you engage in this CONFLICT ANEW and
WIN BACK the precious GIFTS of which you are nearly
DESTITUTE—???" T2:37.)

IS THIS AN EXAMPLE
OF HOW "HARTLAND!" IS DECEIVING THE PEOPLE—??? HOW
MANY COPIES OF THAT BOOK DID YOU SEND OUT WITH
THAT: "SPARING!" MESSAGE—??? Not willing to undertake the
TASK of: "UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!" SERIES
B2:15. "SPARE NOT!" ISA. 58:1. THE LORD MAKES NOTE OF
THIS IN THE "SHAKING!" (SEALING!) CHAPTER - T1:181. Some
will not BEAR the: "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" to the:
"LAODICEANS!" and they will: "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" T1:181.
Would that be describing YOU—??? YOU PRETEND YOU ARE:
"GOD'S MESSENGERS—???" OR do you hold a: "DAGGER!"
behind your ECCLESIASTICAL:
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"CLOAK!" 
to give those of us who: "SPARE NOT!" a finishing: "DAGGER 
THRUST-!!!" To protect your WONDERFUL "CHURCH!" THAT IS 
A: "SYNAGOGUE!" TM 16.MB 94-5. SOP 1:57. GC 509. SM 
2:107,110,111. RH 4:243. "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" TM 16 yet 
dare to claim they belong in TM 15-!!! "Jesus sees HIS TRUE 
CHURCH on the Earth...HE HEARS THEIR PRAYERS...!" TM 19. 
(THIS:"TRUE!" CHURCH!) "...soon to enter upon her most 
severe conflict, WILL-BE-THE-OBJECT-MOST-DEAR-TO GOD- 
UPON-EARTH!" TM 20.

"WILL BE-!!!"

Does that mean she is NOT FORMED YET-??? "WILL BE-!!!" IN 
THE: "SEALING TIME!" "EVERY MEMBER of His Church: 
"MILITANT?" must manifest the same QUALITIES, if he would 
JOIN-THE-CHURCH-"TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 179. (You do 
not:"JOIN!" something you already belong to-!!! Here is some-
thing to be:"JOINED!")

"I have been deeply impressed by scenes that have recently 
passed before me in the night season. There seemed to be a 
GREAT MOVEMENT - (GC 464.)- A WORK OF REVIVAL - going 
forward in MANY PLACES. OUR PEOPLE WERE MOVING INTO 
LINE..." TM 515. (THEY DID NOT FORM THE LINE-!!! THEY 
MOVED INTO A:"LINE!" FORMED BY SOME ONE ELSE!) T9:126. 
"CASTING ASIDE MAN'S BINDING RULES AND CAUTIOUS MOVE-
MENTS, THEY WILL JOIN THE-ARMY-OF-THE-LORD!" 
T7:27. "A GENERAL MOVEMENT IS NEEDED," and this must 
begin with INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENTS!" T6:470,267.

OH! WE DON'T HALF KNOW WHAT WE ARE TO BELIEVE! 
ESPECIALLY IF WE GO BY THE PAP THEY FEED US-!!! THEY 
and their:"CHURCH!" are EVERYTHING-!!! SO THOUGHT THE 
PHARISEES ALSO! They were willing to DIE for that: 
"ASSURANCE!" even if it is found 3 TIMES in the:
'SPIRITUALISM!' CHAPTER: 1884 GC 378-9. GC 560-1. DO WE 
BELIEVE GOD OR MAN-???. OH! ISN'T IT TOO BAD THIS 
HAPPENED TO COME INTO YOUR HANDS - now it will bother 
you no end - better HEAVE it aside before you find something 
else from the HOLY WRITINGS! THE TRUTH OF GOD! It might 
bother your SLEEP! "SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO A 
SLEEPING PEOPLE!" (REFERENCE-???. WOULD YOU BRING 
THAT UP IN "SABBATH SCHOOL-???." IT sure would be 
INTERESTING how the TEACHER of the Class would Reply to 
THAT-!!!
AND HOW WOULD HE KEEP AN EYE ON YOU FROM THEN ON-!!!

You are NOT: "AMENABLE!" OH! YOU POOR SOUL! YOU HAVE A SPARK OF LIFE LEFT-??? NOT AS DEAD AS: "THE GANG OF 40-!!!" They will WATCH you with a DAGGER behind their BACK-!!! What do you WANT here-???

You are NOT: "ONE OF US-!!!" OH! It doesn't take MUCH to get their DANDER up! AGAINST THOSE WHO LED THEM ASTRAY?

NO, NO, NO, NO! They will end up: SM 1:48. SM 2:78.

JONES AND WAGGONER

That BOOK certainly DOES NOT tell the TRUTH about JONES and WAGGONER. It builds up JONES to the PINNACLE of SAINTHOOD - how he CONDEMNED any: "KINGLY POWER!"

p.72,123,143,176,186,212. It DOES NOT TELL you when the JOB of a: "KINGLY POWER!" over the MEDICAL WORK was OFFERED JONES - he lost NO TIME IN BECOMING THAT "KINGLY POWER!"

I CERTAINLY DO NOT AGREE WITH THE SIMPERING

EFFEMINACY shown by different ones of the STANDISH CLUB such as LARRIE B. KOSTENKO - the EAGER-BEAVER desire of FROOM-ANDERSON-UNRUH shaming all ADVENTISM in WRITING MAJOR BOOKS dealing with BARNHOUSE and MARTIN so as NOT to be called: "CULT!" and this was for many YEARS a: "TOP PRIORITY!" and KOSTENKO writes on p.259: "THIS MOTIVATION WAS PRAISEWORTHY!" - does MEYERS and STANDISH AGREE WITH THAT - and are "HISTORIC ADVENTISTS" to agree with THAT-??? Not to be known as a 'CULT!' but a MEMBER OF MAIN-STREAM: "EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANITY!"

IS THAT WHY THE LORD CALLED HER A SHAMELESS "WHORE/HARLOT!" T8:250. Do not these Gentry know THE PEOPLE OF GOD! will be called "THE HATED SECT!" GC 635. (Look up WEBSTER or any other DICTIONARY CULT! and SECT! is the very same thing?) NOT TO BE KNOWN AS A CULT/SECT! was such a PRIORITY with FROOM-ANDERSON! FOR YEARS-!!! Did not the STANDISH CONSORTIUM! KNOW RIGHT ALONG ALL THESE USELESS YEARS THAT THE FINAL PEOPLE OF GOD! would be known as a SECT/CULT-??? GC 635. OR UNDER THE DICTUM OF A HARTLAND PUBLICATION agree that what was a TOP PRIORITY! with FROOM-ANDERSON NOT to be called a CULT! WAS PRAISEWORTHY-!!! - 5 -
COULD IT BE THAT A "CULT" IS USUALLY KNOWN AS A VERY SMALL "SECT" AND THIS WAS THE FROOM-ANDERSON BUG-A-BOO! They intended (AS THE JEWS IN OLD JERUSALEM!) TO BRING IN SUCH A CROWD OF RIFF-RAFF - THE IDEA BEING THAT THERE WAS POWER AND HONOR IN "NUMBERS!" (NOT IF THEY ARE ALL! GOING TO BE "SLAUGHTERED!" And it is only DUMB DOGS that deny that! T5:211. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" See also TM 431-2. GC 656. RH 5:461.)

ANOTHER THING THAT GOD'S PEOPLE CAN NO WAY AGREE WITH Was FORD! the DEVIL as COLIN STANDISH PAINTED HIM? (LATER he had to PUBLICLY APOLOGIZE for ACCUSING FORD of things that were not TRUE! About the SICKEST APOLOGY! I EVER HEARD OF!) But were some of them TRUE-??? Did he MISLEAD the whole AUSTRALIAN DIVISION-??? Then what is the SIMPERING MEANING of what RUSSELL STANDISH WROTE WHEN HE HEARD THAT FORD LOST HIS CREDENTIALS! TEARS OF DEEP SORROW WELLED UP IN MY EYES...GNAWING ANGUISH!"... To us DES was still the old college mate, the YOUTH BURSTING WITH POTENTIAL....THE SUPREME ORATOR; THE QUICKSILVER DEBATER....NO DOCTRINAL DISAGREEMENT COULD REMOVE FROM OUR HEARTS THE BOND OF CHRISTIAN CHARITY WE HELD FOR DES!" HARTLAND BOOK p. 262.

THIS REVEALS AS NOTHING ELSE COULD - the EMPTY - VOID - "NOBODY HOME!" THE SHALLOW DEPTH OF THE STANDISH MIND - was FORD the IRRECONCILABLE TRUTH-TWISTER AS PAINTED THROUGHOUT THIS HARTLAND BOOK FROM START TO FINISH-?? THE DESTROYER OF FAITH IN THE MINDS OF THOUSANDS OF INNOCENT VICTIMS - if not MILLIONS-!!! RUSSELL LOSES SIGHT OF THE VALUE OF SOULS (and the VALUE OF TRUTH!) NAUSEOUS SICKENING SENTIMENTALISM - not much different from MIKE CLUTE holding out HOPE-FOR-THE-DEVIL-!!! EXPECT OLD SENILE WOMEN FROM THE PAPER DOLLIE-WARD! TO FALL FOR SUCH STALE TRITE !!!

THAT IS CERTAINLY NO SPIRIT OF ELIJAH MESSAGE To take their INFLUENCE OFF JUST BELOW THEIR EARS-!!! DID RUSSELL STANDISH FORGET THAT TO JUST SHOW SYMPATHY for the GROUND OPENING UP for "KORAH-DATHAN AND ABIRAM!" meant 250 PRINCES OF RENOWN were "ATOMIZED!

ON-THE-SPOT-!!! Just for "SYMPATHIZING!" PP 401. This was "THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST!" FOR WHICH THERE IS: "NO FORGIVENESS!"

DID YOU FORGET THE FATE OF "OLD ELI!" For his "VILE SONS!" T4:516-7. What about YOUR "SYMPATHIES!" FOR THAT "VILE CHURCH!" Still want the likes of FORD to RETAIN his CREDENTIALS or cry BIG CROCODILE TEARS!!! This re- veals your INORDINATE EXCESSIVE IDOLATROUS WORSHIP OF WHAT THE LORD CALLS "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" TM 16 and not 15-!!! YOU DARE TEACH SUCH TRIBE TO OTHERS IN THIS "OMEGA HOUR!" SM 1:204-5. POOR OLD ELI-!!! Would keep the "SONS-OF-SATAN!" IN OFFICE! PK 416-7. RH 4: 341-2. T5:29-36. YOU DARE "HOLD NO GRUDGE. WE WILL FREELY FORGIVE. THIS FORGIVENESS IS "UNCONDITIONAL!" YOUR BOOK p.265. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS "UNCOND- TIONAL!" This is a CLICHE PICKED UP FROM BABYLON! "SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH!" HAL LINDSEY p.219. "ONLY ENCOURAGES THE SINNER!" T5:540. BROUGHT IN BY "WILSON!" EVERYTHING HE TOUCHED TURNED TO ASHES! HIS WAS THE METHOD OF 90° FREE-MASON'S! EV. 618-622.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 6, 1995.
One never knows which is MORE IMPORTANT - this or that. Just now we will ZERO IN ON "JOHN J. GROSBOLL!" and his "HISTORIC ADVENTIST LAND MARKS" MAGAZINE for MAY 1995. THE FIRST THING WE DO (and NEVER FORGET!) is to REMEM- BER (and NEVER FORGET!) that he has taken the STANDISH OATH OF ALLEGIANCE to "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM!" and we also NOTICE that ADVENTISM is not about to run them through the COURTS for using that HOLY "NAME!" (How much of the ILL-GOTTEN GAINS YOU SEND THEM - end up in the CHURCH COFFERS-???) Didn't STANDISH TAKE OATH they would "HELP!" the ADVENTIST CHURCH "IN ANY WAY THEY CAN-???" By FAIR means or FOUL LAODICEAN JESUITS!

IN THIS "STEPS TO LIFE!" FOR MAY 1995 - JOHN J. GROSBOLL ZEROES IN ON "WHAT MAKES A TEMPLE?" Those NOT TRAINED how to DETECT SUBTERFUGE and ERROR
may end up being **DELIATEGED** with this **MAGAZINE** and **SUBJECT**. It takes one who is **TRAIN**ED to see the **STEALTHY WINDING, TWISTING** of the "**GENERATION OF VIPERS**!

**HOW HE CAN CONNIVE TO DO AS FROOM/NICHOLS DID HAND YOU SOME TRUTH** - so he has you nodding your Head - then give you a quick Shot of **ERROR**, and about the Time you are alerted to "**WHAT IS GOING ON HERE--??**" he gets your Head nodding again as he gives you some Truth. Thus if a Preacher can satisfy those "**FOR CHRISTMAS!**" and those **AGAINST** it so **BOTH SIDES** wring his hand as they go out - telling him "**THIS IS THE BEST SERMON I EVER HEARD ON THIS SUBJECT!**" When he can manage to do **THAT** - he is **READY** for a **SEAT** in the **EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE** - **EDITOR** of the "**REVIEW!**" and if he can keep up talking out of **BOTH SIDES OF HIS MOUTH** - could even aspire to be **PRESIDENT-OF-THE-CONFERENCE**!

**JOHN GROSBOY HAS MADE A GOOD START** - but if you are **WIDE AWAKE** you will see how he keeps **NUDGING** his "**ADVENTIST CHURCH!**" in there where the **REFERENCE** said **NOTHING OF THE KIND**-!!! But according to his **MIND** - there is only **ONE CHURCH** - **ONE PEOPLE** - **NO ROOM IN THE INN FOR ANYONE ELSE**! **HOLY BLESSED "ADVENTISM!" "HISTORIC!" YET!!

**WE HAVE TO GO BACK TO "THE SHAKING!" CHAPTER! 3 VERSIONS - ALL DIFFERENT! RH BOOK 1:32. T1:179. EW 269.**

**THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 6, 1995.**

I suppose I have Written on this 100 Times. How they **CHANGED "THE SHAKING!" CHAPTER which is "THE SEALING!" CHAPTER. This tells you EXACTLY how to be "SAVED!" This tells you EXACTLY how to be "**LOST!" VERY SIMPLE. Just be a "**DO-NOTHING!" and a "**KNOW-NOTHING!" that no **WRITER wants to take up. It is found in RH ARTICLES BOOK 1:202,192,353,210,238. (Just as I put them down as I found them. 30-year Period.) "**I will not be counted a "**DO-NOTHING!" SM 2:218. ["THE DO-NOTHINGS! ARE THE FIRST TO BE TAKEN IN SATAN'S SNARE!" (And those who say:) "I AM SAVED-!!! SM 1:318. T3:207.]

**THE SHAKING**

(PUT THIS IN YOUR PIPE AND SMOKE IT-!!!) EW 269 starts out "**I SAW SOME;!!! WHO IS "SOME?**" RH 1:32. and T1:179 "**NOVEMBER 20, 1857,**
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I was shown "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" T1:179. This is a people SEPARATE FROM "THE LAODICEANS!" Because the SAME BOOK (T1:181) these "PEOPLE OF GOD!" give "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" to the LUKEWARM COLD-,CARE-LESS!(CARE-LESS!) LAODICEANS - so the FIRST THING HABITUAL DRUNKARD URUH SMITH! D ID IN "CHANGING-THE-BOOKS!" He did not want you to know the DIFFERENCE between "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" p.179 and "THE LAODICEANS!" p.181

AND HOW TO BE SAVED AND HOW TO BE LOST-!!!

IT IS ALL HERE "THE SHAKING (SEALING!) CHAPTER!" THE WEAKNESS - THE FATAL MISTAKE - of the "JOHN J. GROS-BOLLS!" and the STANDISH "GANG OF 40-!!!" They did to DISTINGUISH between the 2 CLASSES! "WISE!" and "FOOLISH!" "THE LAST CHURCH!" is "THE FOOLISH VIRGINS!" They come there "LAST!" and are "LOST!" Do you want to BELIEVE that or do you want to DENY THAT! MATT. 25:10. COL 406(416) and 100 MORE-!!! T8:41,75.

JOHN GROSBOLL - MOUTH-PIECE FOR "THE GANG OF 40-!!!"

Does a wonderful JOB OF HODGE-PODGE - DOUBLE-TALK - WISHFUL THINKING but there are certain TRUTHS that cannot be BULLDOZED over the CLIFF! "TRUST YE NOT IN LYING WORDS, SAYING "THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD, THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD, THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD, ARE "THESE-!!!" JER. 7:4. JOHN GROSBOLL IS DOING JUST THAT-!!! HIS MAY 1995 "STEPS TO LIFE!" MAGAZINE ZEROES IN ON "THE LIVING TEMplete!" p.3. Is this a RE-INCARNATION OF KELLOGG-???. The Lord has a WONDERFUL WAY of SHOWING THEM UP! "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!" It is enlightening now for those who cannot see CLEARLY what they are getting in to. THE KELLOGG SPIRITUALISTIC PANTHEISM LEADS TO FREE-LOVISM!!! T8:292. MH 429,438. SM 2:26-9. And ENDS UP IN "HOLY FLESH!" SM 2:36-7. "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" DOESN'T SOUND TOO GOOD IF WE GO BY EV. 589 to 611.

ASK BAKKER and SWAGGART - if they give us FALSE DOCTRINE they END UP NOT ONLY that the LORD will CHOOSE THEIR DELUSIONS! but also give them up to "FORNICATION!" ROMANS 1:24. 2 PETER 2:12-4,22. "FREE-LOVISM!" WATCH THIS "GANG OF 40-!!!" That will be our NEXT ASSIGNMENT! "As we near the JUDGMENT all will manifest their TRUE CHARACT, and will make PLAIN-TO-WHAT-COMPANY-THEY-BELONG!" SG 2:201.
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"EVERY HONEST ONE that may be deceived by these DIS-
AFFECTED ones, will have the TRUE LIGHT in regard to them, if
EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN has to visit them, to ENLIGHTEN
THEIR MINDS. We have nothing to fear in this matter!" T1:100.
NOTE - NO FEAR FOR THE HONEST! - ALSO NOTE: They will
also not be afraid of "GOSSIP!" that is NOT "GOSSIP!" but will
"ENLIGHTEN THEIR MINDS!" LIGHT FROM HEAVEN EXPOSES
CORRUPTION! They messed up in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 421.
See the MESS in your GC 603. TELL GROSBOLL - "A (TRUE!) MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464(296.) OUT BETTING ON
THE "COUNTERFEIT!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 7, 1995

CAIN and ABEL

As we all know - "CAIN thought himself "RIGHTIOUS!" (SAV-
ED!) and he came to God with a "THANK OFFERING!" only. He
made NO CONFESSION OF SIN ... ABEL came with the BLOOD
..." COL 152.

YOU KNOW - a person could do a lot of THINKING about this.
Since "REPROOF!" "WARNING!" showing them "ALL!" their "A-
BOMINATIONS!" Giving the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" to the
"LAODICEANS!" gets their DANDER UP and they "RISE UP A-
AGAINST IT!" T1:181 and they start THREATENING you if you
don't SHUT UP - !!! As CAIN threatened ABEL.. But what made
CAIN REALLY "KILLING MAD!" was ABEL paying NO ATTENTION
TO CAIN'S "COUNTERFEIT!" - 'DISOBEDIENCE!' - and "REBEL-
LION!" but went right ahead IN PUBLIC - built an Altar and of-
fered the BLOOD - thus acknowledging that we are SINNERS
in need of a "MEDIATOR!" (NOT "MOTHER MARY!" NOR "MOT-
HER LAODICEA!" ONE AS DEAD AS THE OTHER!) (TM 81,155,
451. REV. 3:1.)

WE HAD FONDLY HOPED many made a Religion out of it - that
when they see the POWER in the Blessed "NAME OF JESUS!"
among the REV. 3:7-12 PHILADELPHIANS they would DROP
their "USELESS INCANTATIONS!" in the WRONG APARTMENT
(EW 261) But not so! They just get the MADDER as did CAIN.
PP 72-7. AND FINALLY GET THEIR CATHOLIC LAWYERS TO
ISSUE THE "DEATH DECREE!" MAGEN + SPAULDING, 1,2. IN
THE MEANETIME USE THEIR OFFICE - NEWS MEDIA - TEARING
DOWN TIRADES! OR SIMPERING "GROSBOLL!" and
"JOHNSSON!" "PEACE AND SAFETY!" MESSAGES! LET'S GO
TO THE BALL-GAME! ALL IS WELL!!!
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"BECAUSE THOU SAYEST, " I AM RICH...!!!" AND KNOWEST NOT....!!!" COL 158 to 163. (WE NEED THE "BLOOD!") "IN NEED OF "NOTHING!"

IF WE WANT TO BE HONEST WITH OTHERS AND OURSELVES

THAT is the GREAT BURDEN of the CHURCH-LEADERS! And the COWERING - FEAR - AFRAID OF ONE'S SHADOW! "NIN-COM-POOPS!" THAT MASQUERADE AS "MINISTERS!" BUT REALLY ARE ONLY "APOLOGETICAL SHIRKERS!" who are GUILTY of what the LEADERSHIP HAVE BECOME! And the PEOPLE are but "PAWNS-IN-THE-GAME!!" OH! They are in for some REAL SURPRISES-!!! WILL THEY BE ASHAMED-??? Or act like CAIN-THE-KILLER! With a DAGGER behind their BACK! THE LORD PROMISES - YOUR MIGHTY MEN ARE COMING DOWN!!! GOOD-GOOD - GOOD -!!! The SOONER the BETTER - !!!

Usually "THE MEN!" are painted as "THE SINNERS!" but what about the "WOMEN-???" BABY KILLERS! Not someone else's BABY but their OWN-!!! Didn't she "LOVE!" him? Shouldn't she "LOVE!" his BABY-??? And think of that CREEP that plows in there - ONE EVERY 8 to 10 MINUTES!" "I'M NEVER HAPPIER THAN WHEN I'M WORKING!" And it's WOMEN that get them ready and clean-up after. Some "GIRLS(?) ABORT 2 or 3 Times a YEAR!" And expect the GOVERNMENT to PAY for it - and they do! There is only ONE REMEDY for this "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" TM 16. There is only ONE REMEDY - it tells you in the SAME BOOK:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" TM 233.

And what does the LORD THINK of the "PEACE AND SAFETY!" PROPHETS-??? It tells you on the SAME PAGE! (233). While you have the Book open - keep on Reading for a number of PAGES-!!! THERE IS "THE PLAN OF SALVATION!" Why does "THE GANG OF 40-!!!" HATE it with such "UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!-???" That they NEVER MENTION IT-!!! Like as though it is NOT in the BIBLE - NOT in the TESTIMONIES-!!! IT IS THERE - BIG AS LIFE-!!! THE ONLY REMEDY-!!! Do we deserve a DAGGER-THRUST because we tell you the TRUTH-??? Are you in "THE CHURCH!" But not in "THE FAITH!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 8, 1995.
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For two weeks now we have been (IN CANADA) been BOMBARDED with what all CANADIANS did in the "2nd WORLD WAR!" YESTERDAY (SUNDAY May 7) I was HORRIFIED to hear that TODAY (MONDAY May 8) is the REALLY BIG DAY—!!! So we are in for it for another 2 weeks. CANADA is spending BILLIONS on it. So we are in for a whole MONTH of GLORIFYING WAR. And another EXCUSE to go on a BIG DRUNK. I happened to REREADING "PUBLICATION No. 698 – Oct. 6/93." If you have that one – you have a JEWEL. There I see: They can go on ANOTHER BIG DRUNK next coming OCTOBER! ANOTHER WAR REMEMBRANCE DAY when they FORGET GOD and only think of what MAN-CAN-DO—!!! Another "WAR-TO-END-ALL-WARS!" A GLORIOUS FUTURE! Sounds like GROSBOOL and JOHNSON painting their picture of a "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" Just as much "TRUTH" as has "THE WORLD!" If you are BETTING on THEM, you are BETTING your SOUL'S SALVATION on a LOST CAUSE! They are JUST AS SURE OF VICTORY as did "PHARAOH" and his EGYPTIAN HOST of 600 IRON CHARIOTS!" venturing into the RED SEA IN BROAD DAYLIGHT. ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK 1:209,210,220. (NOT THE "URIAH SMITH!" COUNTERFEIT 20 YEARS LATER: PP 287.)

IF YOU ARE BETTING ON FOLKENBERG/STANDISH GOING TO LEAD US INTO A GLORIOUS "VICTORY!" CELEBRATION! Perhaps the ANGELS OF GOD pull off ONE WHEEL of their "IRON CHARIOTS!" and we can believe GOD'S WORD – still small voice – one INNOCENT LITTLE WORD –

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER—!!!" T5:211. RH 2:105. ("ALL!")

10,000 LIARS can mount 10,000 PULPITS NEXT OR ANY OTHER SABBATH – and try to convince YOU – it will not be "ALL!" But that's how it reads in a DOZEN REFERENCES – T5:211 is only ONE of them! If we read on in SOP 2:211 and on: "GOD (NOT "YAHWEH") "HE IS MY GOD...THE LORD IS HIS NAME! PHARAOH'S CHARIOTS and his HOST hath He cast into the SEA; HIS CHOSEN CAPTAINS ALSO ARE DROWNED IN THE RED SEA...Thou sentest forth Thy Wrath which CONSUMED them as STUBBLE!" SOP 1:211.

TO COUNTER THE WORD OF GOD THE CHURCH LEADERS began (WILSON p.VII of "27 FUNDAMENTAL DOCTRINES" (1988) - to JOIN MIKE CLUTE, "THE "LOVE!" of GOD!" is so GREAT it is even "UNCONDITIONAL!" Here is where it started (1988).

TO TAKE SUCH PEOPLE WHOSE MIND HAS BEEN CAST IN THAT "LOVE!" MOLD - and try to reason with them of the coming "WRATH!" of God (T5:208) "NO MORE PLEADING MERCY!" they look at you as they looked at "NOAH!" evidence to this day of the "WRATH!" of God that tore the World apart and is going to be "REPEATED!" with "FIRE!" T5:211. PP 101,103,109,110. SOP 1:84,82-3. SOP 3:194. SG 3:82-3. 1884 GC 474. GC 638,657. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (UNLESS YOU "SEPA-RATE!" T5:505. BUT WHY SHOULD WE SEPARATE IF THE "LOVE!" OF GOD IS "UNCONDITIONAL!") JONES WENT BANAN-AS over that point. SM 1:377. (NO "CONDITIONS!")

X X X X X

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 9, 1995

HERE IS HOW IT WORKS: IF YOU GO BY YOUR LEADERS (JONES - SM 1:377): "WORKS amounted to NOTHING! that there were NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377. (FOLKENBERG): "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" (PUPPET JOHNSSON): "I AM SAVED!" COL 154.

AND YOU ARE FACED WITH THE REALIZATION THAT THESE ARE USURPERS - FRAUDS - DEADBEATS - IMPOSTERS - HAVE NO MORE "RELIGION!" THAN THE LEFT HIND LEG OF MY DOG! AND SO YOU QUIT THE CHURCH - YOU REFUSE TO GIVE THEM ANOTHER DIME OF YOUR TITHE MONEY! YOU ARE SPIRITUA-LLY CLEAN! YOUR CONSCIENCE IN WORKING ORDER! YOU ARE PREPARED FOR BLACKBALLING - RAILING ACCUSATIONS - TI-RADES - IMPUGNING OF MOTIVES - SNEERING - SCOWLING - SARCASM - and you see the HYPOCRITES - FLUNKIES - FLAT-TERERS - FAWNING - WHEELEDING - SOFT-SOAP-ARTISTS - who think they are being PATRIOTIC TO A CAUSE-!!! As long as there is enough of these CONTEMPTIBLE BOOT-LICKERS WAITING IN LINE HOLDING AN OPEN PURSE FOR THE LEADERS TO DIP THEIR FINGERS INTO - there will be - there can be - NO HOPE OF "REFORM!" They are GUILTY more than the LEADERSHIP! For if they were not there - the LEADERS would be FORCED to come into line! But not as long as there are these LIARS-SLOW-BELLIES (TITUS 1:12) ready to kiss any end of the baby that is held out to them! GOOD POLITI-
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"These are my principles! If you do not like them - I have others-!!!"

Falling over each other to please the ones in control - is the major cause of no repentance - no reform - no shame! Only defiance! The cause of all wars - all divorce!

"These false sympathizers will have an account to settle with the master by-and-by for their work of death!!!"

T3:329. (I did not find this in the regular index!)

False sympathy

False sympathy means they do not agree with the judgments of God! They defy God! They are asking to share the same fate-!!! ("Remember Lot's wife!") years ago when I wanted to prove this point - I could find about nothing in the old index - this was not of interest to the "dealing in the positive!" Frooms. I had to learn that warning of the judgments of God is "dealing in the positive!" Letting them go on in sin without a warning - when they get it - they will be looking for the "soft-in-the-head!" grosbolls to beat them into-the-ground!

"You told us that all the world would be converted, and cried, "Peace, peace!" to quiet every fear that was aroused. You have not told us of this hour, and those who warned us of it you declared to be "fanatics!" and "evil men!" who would ruin us." But I saw that the (simpering) ministers would not escape the wrath of God. Their suffering was tenfold greater than that of their people!" EW 282. (GOOD! GOOD! GOOD!) EW 289, 290. ST 1:116.

"Some were censuring our course...we did not seek to please the people...we talked too plainly, we reproved too sharply...your sympathies arise at once for anyone that is reproved...such narrow minds...They are accounted as cowards...prepared-to-join-satan-!!!" T3:312-4, 316.

"According to the light that God has given me in vision - wickedness and deception are increasing among God's people who profess to keep His commandments. Spiritual discernment to see sin as it exists, and then to put it out of the camp, is decreasing...Spiritual blindness is fast coming upon them..."
...It is only by LONG and PERSEVERING "EFFORT!" sore discipline, and stern CONFLICT that we shall be OVERCOMERS... KEEP YOUR WORDS OF SYMPATHY for those who really DE-SERVE THEM, those who are pressed by the SPIRIT OF GOD to SHOW-HIS-PEOPLE-THEIR-TRANSGRESSIONS and the House of Israel their SINS!" T3:324-5. "There is an UNSANCTIFIED SYMPATHY that partakes of the nature of LOVE-SICK SENTI- MENTALISM and is EARTHLY, SENSUAL. It will require NO FEEBLE EFFORT for some of you to OVERCOME this and CHANGE the course of your life!" (READ ON!) T5:267.

I HOPE THIS IS SUFFICIENT FOR YOU TO GET THE IDEA - !!!

Tell this to MIKE CLUTE - GROSBOOLL - "THE GANG OF 40!" and OTHERS whose NAMES I would just as soon NOT MENTION so as to give them NO HONOR or RECOGNITION by so doing. UNLESS THEY REPENT their NAMES in the ROLLS OF HEAVEN - will be MUD-!!! On Earth they will be, as already shown - "HONORED! But the WRAITH OF GOD IN THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" (Will do what a person would not even like to put in PRINT!) EW 289, 290. MERCY IS NOW! NOT THEN!

WITHOUT HESITATION I TELL YOU: "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" is SICK! So is JONES - "NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377. "OBEDE- ENCE--!!...is the ONE CONDITION!!!" SOP 2:252. "ON CON- DITION of their OBEIDENCE!!!" (REPEATED DOUBLE!!!) SOP 1: 239. "FAITH and WORKS go TOGETHER! BELIEVING and DO- ING are BLENDED-!!!" SM 1:373. "If DIVINE POWER does not COMBINE with HUMAN EFFORT, I would not give a STRAW for all that the GREATEST MAN could do-!!!" SM 1:411.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 10, 1995

Well, here we go-!!! This is what I was waiting for - to let you know the LATEST DEVELOPMENTS! Things we KNEW were PREDICTED but are not coming in exactly as we expected - BUT THEY ARE COMING IN! PROBATION IS CLOSING! "THE DAY!" predicted in T5:208 that we have been FEATURING FOR SOME TIME NOW - may have come and MAY NOT! All we know is that IF and WHEN it comes - our PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP with CHURCH and FAMILY MEMBERS will come to a CLIMAX - called "CRISIS!" As soon (If we are on the RIGHT SIDE!) - Just as soon as we would be in ANY KIND OF DANGER from:
(1) LAW. (2) CHURCH. (3) FAMILY. They would be already "MARKED!" and the "SLAUGHTERING ANGELS" shown in T5:211 (Just three pages on from T5:208) They will find themselves "DEAD!" Much of this will be by a worldwide "PESTILENCE!" Did you hear on the NEWS the "BLACK DEATH!!" is BACK--??!! There are a lot of other things in the NEWS that are NOT what "THE GANG OF 40!" is EXPECTING in "EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!!" If you are going by "THE GANG OF 40!" your GOOSE is COOKED! They do not have a CLUE! While they are BEATING THEIR DEAD HORSE -- TIME is PAST! We are FORCED to CHANGE some of our THINKING!

FOR EXAMPLE:

We knew WONDERS -- HEALING -- MIRACLES would sweep the World. We knew APOSTATE ADVENTISTS WOULD LEAD. SM 2:54. MM 88. We were ENTIRELY UNPREPARED for the "LAUGHING PHENOMENON!" now sweeping the WORLD on a BIGGER SCALE than you would believe. THE LATEST IS IN OUR HANDS RIGHT NOW! But you see the DATE I am WRITING--??!! By the TIME I can get this in your hands -- something NEW will have come and this will be "OLD HAT!" And I may be in a "LIFE AND DEATH!!" EMERGENCY OF MY OWN! I was in one now. And the Lord is taking care of it in an UNEXPECTED MANNER! (That's in the MINING and we will not go into that just now -- except to say this GOVERNMENT in BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA -- are in their own "TIME OF TROUBLE!!" RIGHT NOW!) (They just shut us down just as were entering some INTERESTING ORE -- and now instead of us hiring a BATTERY of LAWYERS and TECHNICIANS we may face a "NEW GOVERNMENT!" We shall see.)

WE KNOW IT ALL DEPENDS IF WE ARE "WITH THE ANGELS!"

We probably have to take this by ITEMS. ONE ITEM AT A TIME. RIGHT NOW WE ARE FACED WITH THIS "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!!" EXPLOSION! And it is an "EXPLOSION!!" which shows up "THE GANG OF 40!" with their HOLLERING for a couple YEARS NOW AT "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"

"ROMANISM!" and "JUDAISM!" always were at LOGGERHEADS! But for DUMB ADVENTISTS to be "IN COMMON!!" (GC 445 (278) with "EVANGELICALS!!" (THE-REAL-ENEMIES-OF-GOD!) "THE PROTESTANTS OF THE UNITED STATES WILL BE FOREMOST..."

GC 588. (THE ORIGINAL BOOK): "PROTESTANTISM will yet
stretch her hand across the gulf to grasp the hand of SPIRITUALISM" 1884 GC 405. (IT DOES NOT HAVE TO BE "UNITED STATES" IT IS "CANADA!") IN NO WAY CAN THE SLICK TONGUES OF ADVENTISTS MAKE OUT THAT IS "ROMANISM!" Thus they FLEE from the BIG BAD WOLF - into the ARMS of the REAL ENemies of GOD, NOW "FOREMOST" in "GRASPING THE HAND OF "SPIRITUALISM!" 1884 GC 405. THE RECORD IS IN OUR HANDS IN THE LAST MAIL:

"CHRISTIAN NEWS!" APRIL 24, 1995

"TAKING AMERICA BY STORM!" "THE COVER OF THE MAY 1995 "CHARISMA!" magazine. "HOLy LAUGHTERS!" OVER and OVER again - "TORONTO BLESSING!" They come there from all over the World to take BACK the POWER and the BLESSING - 4,000 CHURCHES IN ENGLAND. 7,000 CHURCHES IN NORTH AMERICA. PENTECOSTAL - EVANGELICAL (REMEMBER GC 445?) - PROTESTANT - NO CHURCH OPPOSES IT! Keep re-peating that is "EXPLODING!" CARRIED TO BOULDER, COLORADO PACKED-OUT STADIUMS - "50,000 CHEERING FOR JESUS! IT WAS AWESOME!" GOING TO HAVE A BIG "HOLy GHOST!" RALLY - TULSA, OKLAHOMA - JUNE 20,21,22 - 1995. MABEE CENTER. SPEAKERS ALL ARE "HOLy ROLLERS!" TYPES. ALL ARE PROTESTANT - EVANGELICAL PENTECOSTAL TYPES. "THEIR TIME HAS COME!"


Well, that's about all for today on POWER-POX CHARISMATICS!

NOW WE HAVE A STUNNER FOR YOU. NEITHER ONE OF THESE WILL GO AWAY!

AS THE LORD SAID: HE WOULD SHOW THEM UP - "TO WHAT COMPANY THEY BELONG!" HE WILL NOT LET US BE LED AS- TRAY BY "SHYSTERS!" These people know SO LITTLE of what "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" TEACHES that they use the VERY WORDS and CLICHES we were WARNED ABOUT.
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Is this PREDICTED in SM 1:202-3, B2:53-??
Then go on and combine this with SM 1:204-5. A FALSE RE-
FORMATION - BUILDING ON THE SAND! "STORM AND TEM-
PEST!" WILL SWEEP IT ALL AWAY-!!! "SEEDING THEORIES!"
ONE-IDEA MEN! "SPEWN OUT!" MEANS "GOING THRU!" WHAT
A FAKE! WHAT A FIX! CALLING ON GOD'S MONEY FOR LAO-
DICEAN TRADITION! It isn't enough to let the LAODICEANS do
their own DIRTY WORK-??? THE NEXT DAY WILL SURE AN-
SWER THAT QUESTION-!!! If we advise you to send for a PUB-
LICATION - SEND FOR IT-!!! GET AT LEAST TWO COPIES for
you will want one for someone else - RIGHT AWAY! VANCE
FERRELL IS RISKING HIS LIFE TO GIVE YOU "THE DAVID
DENNIS LAWSUIT!" WM 612-3. KEEP HIS PRESS BUSY!
ROUND THE CLOCK-!!! We HOPE he will be MORE that just a
"WOE! WOE!" CREATURE! 1884 GC 31-7. GC 30-6.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 11, 1995

"THE DAVID DENNIS LAWSUIT!"

FROM NOVEMBER 1976 to DECEMBER 29, 1994 - DAVID
DENNIS was a "CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT" for the GEN-
ERAL CONFERENCE. (If my figures are right - 18 years.) The
BIGWIGS of the Church tried to pull off some SHADY DEALS
and wanted DAVID DENNIS to go along with it.

"During the early 1980's...Most of the $40,000,000 was lost...In
1987, HARRIS PINE MILLS...went BANKRUPT...due to POOR
MANAGEMENT...were COVERED UP by a refusal to allow the
RECORDS to be AUDITED...repeated attempts to AUDIT the FI-
NANCES of the COMPANY, DEFENDANTS WOULD NOT PERMIT
AN AUDIT...N.C.WILSON...FOLKENBERG...MITTLEIDER...McCLURE...
RONALD WISBEY...he now earns an annual salary of at least six
times...his wife...at a a wage approximating TWICE...He was
provided a three-year annual salary equal to TWICE his prior
church salary and other benefits..." (These are just random
NOTES from the LAWSUIT RECORD.) (OUR EMPHASIS ADDED!)
You should read the entire "STATEMENT OF CLAIMS!" - alleged
"SLANDER!" - "LIBEL!" - DAMAGES CLAIMED IN ONE COUNT -
1,000,000.00; in another COUNT - 3,000,000.00.

THESE ARE THE PEOPLE THREATENING OTHERS WORLDWIDE
USING "CATHOLIC LAWYERS!" $500.00 per day FINES! It is
TIME - they are getting their LONG DUE REWARD-!!! Unless
they can wiggle their way out of it!
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NICHOLS (FDN) HAD "HOEHN!" ON THE SCAFFOLD - the ANGEL reached in and tore open his AORTA (the main artery that leaves the heart) and pumped his heart DRY in SECONDS - on a very "GOOD FRIDAY!" (NICHOLS brought in EASTER into the Adventist Church so it was very fitting that he should go on a very "GOOD FRIDAY!" He never threatened anyone again!)

This DAVID DENNIS LAWSUIT MAY SNOWBALL and cause OTHERS to follow SUIT - (Especially if he WINS!) As I said before - keep the VANCE FERRELL PRESS GOING "ROUND-THE-CLOCK!" HCR 77, Box 38A, Beersheba Springs, TN 37305. U.S.A.

X X X X

OUR 20,000 PROPHETIC CHARTS ARE JUST IN TIME!

X X X X

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 12, 1995

"OF ALL SINS IT IS THE MOST HOPELESS - THE MOST INCURABLE!"

Take a long look at that. Would you not want to know WHAT IT IS-??? Would you not want to AVOID IT-??? THE WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE-!!! Would you not expect the LEADERSHIP of "OUR CHURCH!" Those who CLAIM to go by "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" Would they not be up there at "MINISTERIAL RETREATS!" - "BAPTISMAL CLASSES!" - "SABBATH SCHOOL CLASS QUARTERLIES!" - "CAMP MEETINGS!" - everywhere there is any KIND of MEETINGS! They would be WARNING YOU not to go by "BABYLON!" but to AVOID the "MOST HOPELESS!" - "MOST INCURABLE!" sin. SOUNDS LIKE THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST (I BELIEVE IT IS!) especially if it is "HOPELESS!" - "INCURABLE!"

WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT POSSIBLE THAT IT WOULD NEVER -

AND I DO MEAN "NEVER!" BE MENTIONED IN DEROGATORY TERMS!

And would FURTHER BELIEVE that any "REFORM!" (SO-CALLED)

GROUP WOULD NOT DEAL WITH THIS PLAGUE, EITHER-!!!

I THOUGHT THERE IS NOTHING, ABSOLUTELY NOTHING!

that would be more IMPORTANT to deal with. TODAY or any other DAY! - 19 -
What is it that the whole WORLD has fallen for - holding them in MESMERIZED-HYPNOTIZED-PARALYZED SPELL THAT IT SEEMS THEY CANNOT BREAK OUT OF. NOR DO THEY WANT TO TRY! IT IS TIME TO ASK -

WHAT IS IT - ???

IT IS THREE LITTLE WORDS:

"I AM SAVED!"

ONCE-UPON-TIME! ADVENTISM DID TEACH AGAINST IT! I WAS A DESIGNATED "COLPORTEUR-EVANGLIST!" THE FIRST CLASS EVER SO ORDAINED! TO SELL BOOKS AND BIBLES DURING THE WEEK AND PREACH IN OUR CHURCHES ON THE SABBATH IF THE REGULAR MINISTER WAS NOT THERE. I SPOKE AGAINST "I AM SAVED!" in CHURCH after CHURCH. No one said a WORD against it. Not that I ever heard.

TRY IT TODAY-!!!

They would run you out of town on a rail! YOU WOULD BE DISFELLOWSHIPPED! BY WHO-??? BY "I AM SAVED!" WM. JOHNSON! BY "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" ROBERT S. FOLKENBERG! If you didn't STOP - you would be lined up for "ASSASSINATION!" When I first hit that THEME in the WRITINGS - I lost HALF MY MAILING LIST - OVERNIGHT! I WAS NOT TAKEN BY SURPRISE - I PLANNED IT-!!! I HAVE NOT CHANGED! THE CHURCH HAS!

"I AM SAVED-!!!"

THE PHARISEES DEMANDED CHRIST TO ACKNOWLEDGE THEIR SUPERIORITY OVER ALL OTHER PEOPLE AND RELIGIONS. INSTEAD OF THAT HE SAID: "THE PUBLICANS AND THE HARLOTS GO INTO THE KINGDOM BEFORE YOU!" MATT. 21:31. THAT, OF COURSE - was worth a DEATH SENTENCE-!!! You want to boil this down-??? GO BACK TO OUR BOXED-IN KEY REFERENCE! "PRIDE GOETH BEFORE A FALL!" There is MORE HOPE for those who are ASHAMED than for the CASE-HARDENED HEART that the ARROWS of GOD'S CONVICTIONS CANNOT PENETRATE! They KNOW that they are "GOD'S PEOPLE!" They KNOW that they are "SAVED!" Perhaps they "KNOW!" TOO MUCH-!!! THAT IS THE THOUGHT IF YOU READ THE REST OF IT IN COL 154 to 163.
We have more LIGHT - COL 117,226,231-3. MORE HOPE FOR THE "OUTCAST!" NOTHING would insult the JEWS - like CHRIST EATING with those they had "OUTCAST!" IN THE LAST END HE "SEALS!" "GATHERS!" THE "OUTCASTS!" WHAT AN INSULT! ISA. 56:8. RH 5:51,53,221-3,245. WHY DOES HE REJECT PROUD AND HAUGHTY "LAODICEA-??" The same reference - ISA. 56:10,11. "The GOSPEL NET must gather in these POOR OUTCASTS. ANGELS OF GOD WILL COOPERATE WITH THOSE WHO ARE ENGAGED IN THIS WORK!" T8:73. "MANY POOR OUTCASTS, even PUBLICANS and SINNERS, will GRASP THE HOPE set before them in the Gospel and will GO INTO THE KINGDOM BEFORE the ones who have had great opportunities and great light, but who have WALKED IN DARKNESS...THE DOOR WILL BE SHUT, and their KNOCK will be in vain...My BRETHREN and SISTERS, take your position ON-THE-LORD'S-SIDE!" T8:75.

THAT "27" THING!

A 392-page book put out in 1988 by the ADVENTIST "MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION!" You are supposed to be AWED by p.v,v1 that lists the NAMES of the 194 persons that formed the "COMMITTEE!" that prepared the book that some DARED to put into PRINT (DO YOU KNOW WHO THEY ARE-??? DO YOU KEEP TRACK-???)

ONE OF THE STANDISH "GANG OF 40-!!!" saying this BOOK was "RIGHT ON!!" in what we should believe - when I wrote on p.i - "SOME OF THE GREATEST BULL EVER GIVEN TO MAN!!" I ASK YOU PERSONALLY: (1) IS THERE A CLOSE OF PROBATION? (2) DOES CHRIST THROW DOWN THE CENSER - "IT IS DONE!" EW 279. "EVERY CASE HAD BEEN DECIDED...EVERY JEWEL NUMBERED!" EW 280-1. "SO I SAW that "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" (NOT "LAODICEANS!" T1:179) SO I SAW THAT "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" who had faithfully WARNED THE WORLD OF HIS COMING "WRATH!" WOULD BE DELIVERED!" EW 284. (3) IS THERE A CONDITION-??? FAITHFULLY WARNED THE WORLD OF HIS COMING "WRATH!" (4) IS THERE A "WRATH!" COMING AFTER THE "SEALING/NUMBERING-???" (5) HOW ABOUT THIS "27 THING!" p.274 - "THE CEASELESS LOVE HE BESTOWS ON US!" p.274. "CEASELESS LOVE!" IN THE DAYS OF NOAH AS HE HELD THEIR HEAD UNDER WATER IN THE TIME OF THE FLOOD-??? "CEASELESS LOVE!" IN THE "WRATH TO COME!" AS HE HOLDS A "FIRE ON THEIR TAIL!" IN "THE WRATH TO COME!"
"WHEN CHRIST SHALL COME IN GLORY WITH HIS HOLY ANGELS, THE WHOLE EARTH SHALL BE ABLAZE...A FIERY STREAM (OF CEASELESS LOVE—???) HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET—???) A FIERY STREAM SHALL ISSUE FROM BEFORE HIM, which shall cause the ELEMENTS TO MELT WITH FERVENT HEAT, the Earth also, and the works that are therein shall be BURNED UP...IN FLAMING FIRE TAKING VENGEANCE on them that know not GOD, and OBEY NOT THE GOSPEL." 2 THESS. 1:7,8. PP 339-40. SG 3:82-3. SOP 1:82-5. PP 341. SOP 1:84-5. SOP 3:194.

OH! WE'RE NOT SHORT OF PROOF! WE'RE SHORT OF PEOPLE WHO WILL BELIEVE THE TRUTH—!!! AND BE TRANSLATED WITHOUT SEEING DEATH! WHAT TRUTH SHOULD THEY BELIEVE—???) THE VERY SAME WORLDLY PREACHERS/PRIESTS/RABBIS who want "I AM SAVED!" also beat their DRUMS for "UNENDING HELL TORMENT!" (IS THAT THE GOSPEL? IS THAT "GOOD NEWS—???)? HOW FITTING—!!! GIVE THEM A LITTLE TASTE OF THEIR "RELIGION!" THAT THEY WOULD NOT LET GO! GIVE THEM A LITTLE FIRE ON THEIR TAIL—!!! NOT "FOREVER!" BUT FOR ONE DAY —

"What do ye IMAGINE against the Lord?" Nahum 1:9.
"I will NOT keep anger FOREVER!" Jer. 3:12. Micah 7:18.
"For his ANGER endureth but a MOMENT...weeping may endure for a NIGHT, but Joy cometh in the MORNING!" Psa. 30:5.
"They shall be as though THEY—HAD—NOT—BEEN!" Obediah 16.
"Thou shalt be NO MORE, though thou be SOUGHT FOR, yet shalt thou NEVER—BE—FOUND!" Ezekiel 26:21.
"They pass AWAY...they VANISH...they are CONSUMED...they are NOTHING!" Job 6:15-21.
"They shall be ASHES under the soles of your feet!" Malachi 4:3.

◊◊◊◊◊

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 13, 1995

I think this is WONDERFUL — WONDERFUL — WONDERFUL—!!! They had NUMEROUS TIMES and DID HEAR THE TRUTH — the RECORDING ANGELS MADE SURE OF THAT — so they are WITHOUT EXCUSE: "Because that, when they KNEW GOD, they GLORIFIED HIM NOT AS GOD, neither were THANKFUL; but they became VAIN in their IMAGINATIONS, and their FOOLISH HEART WAS DARKENED. PROFESSING themselves to be WISE, they became FOOLS...
...And CHANGED the GLORY of the UNCORRUPTIBLE GOD into an IMAGE made like to CORRUPTIBLE MAN, and to BIRDS and FOURFOOTED BEASTS, and CREEPING THINGS!" ROMANS 1:21-3. (READ ON! SAME CHAPTER! TO UNDERSTAND):

GOD GAVE THEM EVERY OPPORTUNITY TO KNOW THE TRUTH AS RECORDING ANGELS WILL BE ABLE TO PROVE! But they chose "TO BELIEVE A LIE!" So why should we not agree that the LORD should give them a "GOING AWAY PRESENT!" "A DAY!" of "WRATH UNMIXED WITH MERCY!" A TASTE of the "GOD!" they PAINTED! And then IMAGINE what if it be, as they IMAGINED "FOREVER!" Let them TASTE THEIR OWN RELIGION! FOR "ONE DAY!" (Or a period of time.) 1884 GC 364-369. GC 546-550. 1884 GC 452 to 469. GC 635 to 652. (If you want it SHORT and SWEET: 1884 GC 488-9. GC 673-4.)

THE SERPENT - THE SCORPION - THE ALLIGATOR - THE PORCUPINE - will LASH THEIR TAIL - for the LAST TIME-!!! "THERE SHALL BE NO MORE PAIN, NOR SORROW, NOR CRYING!" DO YOU AGREE WITH THIS PLAN - ??? Then how come YOU DID NOT PROTEST! (NOT THAT ANYONE HEARD OF!) THAT "27 THING!" p.274. "THE_CEASELESS LOVE!" "THE_CEASELESS LOVE!" "THE_CEASELESS LOVE!" HOW CAN YOU BLEND THE OUTPOURING OF "THE WRATH OF GOD" IN SEVEN LAST PLAGUES and yet the "LOVE!" of God is "CEASELESS!" SOMEBODY IS CRAZY-!!! THE ONE WHO PAYS THEM TO CONTINUE THEIR MOCKERY! YOU THINK IT DOES NOT MATTER-??? THEN DO NOT BE SURPRISED THAT HEAVEN WILL THINK "YOU DO NOT MATTER!" "AS YE DO UNTO OTHERS - SO SHALL IT BE DONE TO YOU AGAIN!"

THERE IS ONE QUICK WAY TO SOLVE IT! THIS WAS ALWAYS GOD'S WAY!

"SEPARATE!

CONVERT THEM? THAT TRIBE? NEVER!

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHY YOU HAVE TO GO "OUT!" TO MEET HIM-??? BECAUSE THAT IS WHERE HE IS - on the "OUTSIDE!" Will He ever come in? FORGET IT! NEVER!

"CHRIST HAS DEPARTED! HIS SPIRIT HAS BEEN QUENCHED IN THE-CHURCH!" T2:442. (And 20 MORE!) "THE CHURCH is in the LAODICEAN STATE! THE PRESENCE OF GOD IS NOT IN HER MIDS!" NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS 91. (EDUCATION - No. 6.) (THEY CLAIM THEY PUT EVERYTHING FROM "LEAFLETS!" INTO "SELECTED MESSAGES!"
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WHEN I ASKED THEM WHERE THIS WAS - they gave me the OLD RUN-AROUND! IT-DID-NOT-MATTER! MAYBE THEY DO NOT MATTER-!!! IT SHOULD BE ABOUT SM 1:357. Something like it - T8:72, 78, 150, 259, 382. FCE 330, 460-2.

"AWAKENED ONLY...BY THE WRATH OF GOD!"

1884 GC 379.

IF I AM ALONE - ON THE SABBATH -
I DO NOT DRIVE THE CAR - SO I DO NOT GO ANYWHERE. TIMES GOES VERY SLOWLY. BUT IF I GET BEHIND THIS TYPE-WRITER - I SEEM TO BE GIVEN STRENGTH AND TIMES GOES BY. SO NOW, I WANT TO MAKE A FEW OBSERVATIONS. DO NOT KNOW IF THIS WILL EVER BE PRINTED. IT SHOULD BE.

I WAS WONDERING ABOUT CHRIST GOING IN TO "THE MOST HOLY PLACE!" IN 1844. And when He comes out - PROBATION IS OVER! "ALL HELL BREAKS LOOSE ON EARTH!" WHAT ABOUT "FROOM!" picking out "BRINSMEAD!" and "WRIGHT!" as the best DEBATERS in the COLLEGE IN AUSTRALIA and bringing them to AMERICA via "HUDSON!" GABBING AWAY about "JUSTIFICATION!" in the "OUTER COURT!" (HE'LL BE WAITING FOR YOU!) "SANCTIFICATION!" in the "FIRST APARTMENT!" STARTING A CRESCENDO OF DEBATE THAT HAS NOT DIED DOWN TO THIS DATE-!!! ALL FOR NOTHING-!! And how QUICK and READY some were: (1) To include NEW IDEAS and - (2) And those who fell in line to BACK and SUPPORT them! When they did not have an OUNCE-OF-THOUGHT! EW 261. It was NOT "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" EW 254. It was NOT "THE REMNANT!" SG 1:164. Where were those who CHAMPIONED "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE-???
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"It was represented to me that the "REMNANT!" followed JESUS into "THE MOST HOLY PLACE!" EW 255. "These messages were represented to me AS-AN-ANCHOR to hold the body. And as INDIVIDUALS receive and understand them, they are SHIELDED against the MANY DELUSIONS OF SATAN!" SG 1:166. WHERE WERE THOSE WHO CHAMPIONED THESE TRUTHS? There were SOME who STARTED and FROOM and ("DOG-CATCHER!" ANDERSON TURNED THEM OFF!) DO-NOT-EXPOSE -THE-"AWAKENING!"

SLOWLY - bit by bit - they were WEANED AWAY FROM "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" It only REMAINED in the ranks of "HATED OFF-SHOOTS!" and "INDEPENDENTS!" NOT IN "GERMAN REFORM!" NOT IN "SHEPHERD'S RODS!" As in all HISTORY - they went with "THE MAJORITY!" They felt SECURE with "NUMBERS!" in the shadow of a CROWD! NO WONDER THEY WILL BE LOST!!! "WHEN THE MAJORITY FORSAKE US... THIS WILL BE OUR TEST!" T5:136. "WE MUST LEARN TO STAND ALONE...THE SOONER WE LEARN THIS - THE BETTER!" EW 105,120.

THE OTHER THING I WONDERED ABOUT:

When the "SEALING!" takes place - "THE INHABITANTS OF THE EARTH WILL KNOW IT NOT-!!!" GC 615. "SILENTLY, UN-NOTICED as the MIDNIGHT THIEF" GC 491. 1884 GC 315. NEVER was there a greater ONSLAUGHT to find the DATE. TIME-SETTING! AGAIN - all for NOTHING! We were surprised that just about every TIME-SETTER - YEARS LATER, still thought he was RIGHT-!!! GAVE HIM A LITTLE GLORY FOR A LITTLE WHILE-!!! All turned to ASHES! The REAMS and REAMS of PAPER that came from their PRESSES! Went all around the world! THOUSANDS and THOUSANDS of $'s - !!! ALL FOR NOTHING! FOR NOTHING AT ALL!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 14, 1995

Since this is SUNDAY and I want to keep TRACK of KENNETH COPELAND and since he is ONE of the "BIG WHEELS!" that is going to have a big POW-WOW with the CHARISMATICS when is it-???. MIDDLE OF JUNE-???. I wanted to see how they CASE-INTO-IT-!!! His wife GLORIE took up most of the hour. I heard she has been to TORONTO, CANADA and so it is interesting how they PREPARE the AUDIENCE in the HUGE AUDITORIUM. It is the THEME that runs through ALL TELEVISION PROGRAMS - BAR NONE.
If one would tell the **truth** - the **station** would cut them off as being "**critical**" of others, and they do not allow that! So expect the **adventists** with "**it is written!**" **FINLEY** - to hit the **same theme**! All we need to know is "**faith**!" and "**gospel**!

**GLORIE COPELAND** said "**faith!**" hundreds of times! Ordinary "**faith**!" in the "**natural realm**!" or how to get above the **natural level** into the "**supernatural realm**!" Where anything you ask for will be **given you!** You need money? A better job? Cure for cancer? Get up there where **God is** - !!! **What is missing?**??? there are two powers - two gods - two faiths - two of everything!

**Sr. white likened this to a train** - going with the "**speed of lightning**!" to "**perdition**!" ew 88,263. It seemed "**the whole world**!" was "**on board**!" There could not be "**one left**!" But look again and look "**a little higher**!"

**The adventists no doubt thought they were doing a great thing when they gave us** "**the 2nd angel's message!**" rev. 14:8. "**babylon is fallen!**" A vile woman holding a wine cup in her hand! in contrast to rev. 12:1. A pure woman clothed with the sun!

**Dealing only in generalities - not specifics - not a "pointed testimony!" would cause no babylonian to shake in his boots! Handed us "**faith!**" and some vague "**gospel!**" the same as all the others! What am I talking about?**???

Just something adventism does not know and is not teaching—!!! You have it in sm 1:204-5. a "**reformation!**" led by the devil - "**from bad to worse!**" (pt 22. rh 1:9.) They will build "**on the sand**!" and storm and tempest would sweep it all away! although we have been hitting this theme for over 30 years - it seems no one wants to pick it up.

"**What is sand?**???"

If "**sand!**" is going to wreck everything - what is **sand?!** (glorie copeland): "...their faith alone will save them - are trusting to a **hope of sand!**" sop 3:331. rh april 13, 1911. "But the tattered shreds of human reasoning will be found to be only as **hopes of sand**!" st march 7, 1895. bc 6:1069.
"...these SURFACE READERS, ANCHORED NOWHERE, are like SHIFTING SAND!" TM 112. "Their CHARACTERS are built upon SLIDING SAND!" FCE 28. "...upon SHIFTING SAND!" B7:42. "A GREAT NAME among men is as letters traced in SAND!" T5:579. "TOO LATE they see the true nature of their SPURIOUS SABBATH, and the SANDY FOUNDATION upon which they have been building. They find that they have been FIGHTING AGAINST GOD!" GC 640.

"IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to describe the HORROR and DESPAIR of those who have trampled upon God's holy requirements...TOO LATE THEY SEE...their SPURIOUS SABBATH, and the SANDY FOUNDATION upon which they have been building...FIGHTING AGAINST GOD!" 1884 GC 457-8. (Is that enough? Or do you want 20 more?) "I HAD MY ORDERS..."MEET IT!" SM 1:206.

If Adventism and their "FINLEY!" would SPELL OUT WHAT IS "SAND!" their PROGRAM would be CANCELED-!!! So they talk in "VAGUE TERMS!" "FAITH!" without "WORKS!" is "SAND!" So also is "I AM SAVED!" BABBLING just like the BABBLING BABYLONIANS! GC 470-3. 1884 GC 300-2. "For a time there was seen NO-DIFFERENCE-BETWEEN-THEM! SO WITH THE CHURCH THAT LIVES JUST BEFORE CHRIST'S SECOND COMING!" COL 408 (419). (JUST BEFORE THE "CRISIS!" COL 412 (421). "THE GREAT FINAL TEST COMES...TOO LATE!" (SAME.) (WHO TEACHES THIS-?? NOBODY!) IT'S ONLY THE TRUTH - THAT'S ALL-!!! SO IS "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 15, 1995

WHAT WAS THE SIN OF "KORAH, DATHAN, and ABRAM-???


WE SHOULD BE INTERESTED IN THIS ACCOUNT BECAUSE THIS "SIN!" THIS "REBELLION!" THIS "INSURRECTION!" THIS "FAULT-FINDING!" THIS "BLIND PREJUDICE!" is to be REPEATED-!!! JUST NEAR THE END! "THE FACTS RELATIVE TO KORAH AND HIS COMPANY, who REBELLED against MOSES and AARON, and against JEHOVAH, are RECORDED for a WARNING to God's people, ESPECIALLY THOSE who live upon the Earth NEAR-THE-CLOSE-OF-TIME!!! REJECT the PLAIN TESTIMONIES...they FOUND RELIEF in WARRING-AGAINST-THEM...THE HEBREWS were NOT cured of their REBELLION until 14,700...HAD BEEN SLAIN!" SOP 1:306-8. (LIKE FOLKENBERG and JOHNSON and the NINNIES that follow them!) "...they were SO DELUDED as to think themselves "RIGHTEOUS!" and to regard those who had FAITHFULLY REPRIEVED their SINS as ACTUATED BY SATAN! Do not the SAME EVILS still EXIST that lay at the FOUNDATION of KORAH'S RUIN-??!! PRIDE and AMBITION... ENVY...A STRIVING FOR SUPREMACY...By PERSISTENTLY REITERATING FALSEHOOD, and that against all evidence, THEY AT LAST COME to believe it to be TRUTH!!...ALL THROUGH THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH, God's servants have had the SAME SPIRIT TO MEET...THUS IT IS TODAY!!...THEY-HAD-COMMITTED-THE-SIN-AGAINST-THE-HOLY-SPIRIT!" PP 403-5. LLM 232. SG 3:117. GC 28,378-383.

AS WE SAW BEFORE - just to say "I AM SAVED!" is "OF ALL SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" COL 154. That sounds MIGHTY CLOSE to the "UNPARDONABLE SIN!" ADD-TO-THAT the "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" in any TRANSLATION of "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" under "SPIRITUALISM!" CHAPTER is "THE SPIRITS OF DEVILS!" GC 560-1. 1884 GC 378-9. "They are FAST being LULLED into a FATAL SECURITY, to be AWAKENED ONLY by the outpouring OF-THE- "WRATH-OF-GOD!" 1884 GC 379. (HOW HAPPY I AM TO GIVE YOU THIS WARNING-!!!)
WHEN THEY COME WITH "I AM SAVED!"

THE RELIGION OF BABYLON - SHOW THEM THE DOOR-!!!

"AS FOR ME AND MY HOUSE - WE WILL SERVE THE LORD!"

JOSHUA 24:15.

LET THE "I AM SAVED!" TRAMPS -
FIND SOME ONE ELSE - NOT YOU - !!!
IMAGINE TEACHING SOMETHING - JUST BECAUSE IT IS POPULAR!

SO IS HELL THEORIES-!!! SO IS SUNDAY-!!! THEY ARE ALL:

"THE WINE OF BABYLON-!!!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 16, 1995

I had NO IDEA of adding to this paper but in RE-READING "PUBLICATION No. 695 - "MIDNIGHT!" I realized it seemed "THE WHOLE WORLD!" was on that "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" going with the SPEED of "LIGHTNING!" This surely fits this NEW PHENOMENON - "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" and taking in "ALL RELIGIONS - BAR NONE!"

THIS DEVIL'S TRAIN - POWERED BY "SPIRITUALISM!"

EW 88,262-3. Believe it or not - the MASONIC TEACHING OF ADVENTISM since the days of WILSON - FOLKENBERG/JOHNSON - "LOVE!" UNLIMITED - UNCONDITIONAL - UNCEASING - not recognized by the "BLIND FOLLOWERS!" of the "BLIND LEADERS!" as being what it is - "SPIRITUALISM!"


(THE TESTIMONIES): This will be from those who have DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" SM 2:54. MM 88. - 29 -
"...will bring "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" TO THE TEST!" SM 2:53. This will AFFECT and ALERT THE WHOLE WORLD! GC 612,553. It is "WITCHCRAFT!" 1884 GC 372.

"...NO DIFFERENCE MADE BETWEEN THE PRECIOUS AND THE VILE!" EW 263. THIS FITS ADVENTISM TO A "T"-!!! Since they SOLD OUT to "JONES!" and "WAGGONER!" (AND "WILSON!") SOMEHOW (I DO NOT KNOW HOW!) THE "LOVE!" of God is "UNLIMITED!" - "UNCONDITIONAL!" - "UNCEASING!" (JONES - "NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377) It seems - RIGHT ALL WAY-!!! THE "CRAZIES!" LINE UP! "ME, TOO!" As with this "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" NO ONE TO DENY IT-!!! THOSE AT THE MEETING - "ALL!" AGREE WITH IT! AND SCREAM FOR "MORE!" The next thing, will be to take their clothes off! ISRAEL DID - around their "GOLDEN CALF!"

THIS SUITED "JEZEBEL!" JUST FINE! Men put on WOMEN'S CLOTHES and WOMEN put on MEN'S CLOTHES - so you did not know WHO was WHO or WHAT was WHAT-!!! That's why ELIJAH used his SWORD - "LET NOT ONE ESCAPE!" And why PHINEHAS used his JAVELIN to pin the "LOVE UNLIMITED!" PRACTITIONERS TO THE GROUND! UNITED THEM FOREVER! PP 455. ST 1:205. SOP 1:250. GOD HAS HONORED PHINEHAS AND HIS HOUSEHOLD TO "THE PRIESTHOOD...FOREVER!" PP 455.

HOW WOULD "DAVID KORESH!" FIT IN THERE-??? (Or we could name a DOZEN MORE-!!!) They would be the FIRST TO PREACH "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" "LOVE UNLIMITED!" ELLEN WHITE PINPOINTED THAT AS "SPIRITUALISM!" A PENTECOSTAL "HOLY ROLLER!" WOMAN SAID "GETTING THE POWER!" IS LIKE A "SEXUAL ORGASM!" That was PART of the "WORSHIP OF BAAL!" as you can find out by spending ONE HOUR IN ANY LIBRARY! It is not for NOTHING that the BIBLE SAYS: "UNSTABLE-IN-ALL-THEIR-WAYS!" "THE WICKED SHALL DO!" WICKEDLY AND (THEREFORE!) NONE OF THE WICKED SHALL UNDERSTAND!" DANIEL 12:10. PK 516,547. GC 344.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 17, 1995

If you would only do - what you should do. But you never got the HABIT - did you - ??? ANYONE who knows ANYTHING about "ADVENTISM!" knows there is a SEGMENT that claims the BOOKS-WERE-CHANGED.
THE "WHITE-WASH!" ESTATE claims these are NO-GOODS!
LIARS! TROUBLE MAKERS! OFFSHOOTS! PURPLE-HEADS!
FROOM raked them over the COALS - 1931-1971 - 40 YEARS
OF FROOM!

"DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" (FROOM FOR 40 YEARS!)

IF WE ARE RIGHT! IF THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED! "WE
-ARE-DEALING-IN-THE-POSITIVE!" AND FROOM IS A "POSIT-
IVE LIAR!" "AND THERE SHALL IN NO WISE ENTER INTO IT
ANY THING THAT DEFILETH, neither whatsoever worketh A-
BOMINATION, or maketh a LIE, but they which are WRITTEN in
the LAMB'S BOOK OF LIFE!" REV. 21:27.

YOU KNOW "OLD JERUSALEM" was DESTROYED - "THE 7th
HORROR OF THE WORLD!" This was "THE HOLY CITY!" Why
did GOD allow it to be DESTROYED-???. And did you know
that this "HISTORY!" is to be "REPEATED!" Only WORSE this
time-!!! 1884 GC 37. Your GC 36. Were they DESTROYED
because of their SINS-???. And will the "HOLY CITY!" now be
DESTROYED because they are NO BETTER-!!! They did WORSE
than the HEATHEN and modern "ISRAELI" is not ONE WHIT BET-
TER - only "WORSE!" SG 4:65 to 68, 74-5. (And a DOZEN
more!) THAT IS JUST WHY THE FIRST CHAPTER OF GC WAS
WRITTEN AND THAT IS JUST WHY - "URIAH SMITH!" CHANGED
IT-!!! NOW MAYBE IT WON'T HAPPEN-???. For those in OLD
JERUSALEM to ESCAPE THE "RUIN!" there was only ONE SOLU-
TION - "FLEE!" - "ESCAPE!" And that is EXACTLY WHY "THE
GREAT CONTROVERSY!" was written. It tells you that PLAIN-
AS-DAY! "As He WARNED HIS DISCIPLES of JERUSALEM'S
DESTRUCTION, giving them a SIGN of the approaching RUIN
that they might make their ESCAPE. SO-HE-HAS-WARNED-
HIS-PEOPLE of the DAY of FINAL DESTRUCTION, and given
THEM "SIGNS!" of its approach, that all who will may FLEE
from the WRATH-TO-COME!" 1884 GC 38.

NOW ISN'T THAT FAIR-???. ISN'T THAT MERCIFUL-???
Wouldn't all FAIR-MINDED PEOPLE say it is WONDERFUL that
the LORD has made a way of ESCAPE FOR THE "BELIEVERS!"
You, of course realize the HORROR of those who DO-NOT-
BELIEVE!

DO NOT BELIEVE WHAT-???. Do not believe this "HOLY CITY!"
is as BAD as the LORD SAYS IT IS! (WORSE THAN THE "HEA-
THEN!") "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are "IN THE
CHURCH!" 75:210.
DOES "URIAH SMITH!!" HAVE THE RIGHT - NOT TO AGREE WITH THAT-??? YES. Then what should he do-??? He could be as HONEST as was CANRIGHT or BALLINGER and LEAVE THE CHURCH! WORK AGAINST HER OPENLY - HONESTLY! DOES HE HAVE THE RIGHT TO REACH HIS GRIMY PAWS IN THERE AND CHANGE THE WRITINGS-??? NO! NO! NO! That is CROOKED - DECEITFUL - OBTAINING MONEY UNDER FALSE PRETENSE! USING THE MAILS TO DEFRAUD! And so do all who go along with this MASSIVE SUBTERFUGE! No one has the "RIGHT!!" to remain IN-THE-CHURCH one minute longer after he KNOWS-FOR-SURE that this CRIME-WAS-DONE-!!! And the way to be SURE is to COMPARE THE TWO BOOKS! The ORIGI-NAL 1884 and the 1888 or 1911 HOAX-!!! This is where MOST will go NO FURTHER - they will DROP IT RIGHT THERE-!!! "WHAT WILL IT COST IF MY MEMBERSHIP IS LOST-???" WHAT WILL IT COST IF YOUR SOUL IS LOST-??? No one said it will be EASY! The way is HARD - STEEP - ROUGH!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 18, 1995

I JUST HAD TO ADD - one FINAL thing: "HOLY FLESH!!" "THE THINGS YOU HAVE DESCRIBED AS TAKING PLACE IN INDIANA, the LORD HAS SHOWN ME would-take-place-just-before-the-close-of-PROBATION! Every uncouth thing will be DEMON- stratred. There will be SHOUTING, with DRUMS, MUSIC, and DANCING...And this is called "THE MOVING OF THE HOLY SPIR- IT!!" The HOLY SPIRIT - "NEVER!!" reveals itself in such methods, in such a BEDLAM of NOISE! This is an INVENTION OF SATAN to cover up...THE...SANCTIFYING TRUTH FOR THIS TIME...to have a CARNIVAL...NO ENCOURAGEMENT should be given to this kind of worship...I was instructed to say that at these DEMONstrations DEMONS in the form of MEN ARE PRE- SENT!!" SM 2:36-7. SM 1:221. (KEEP ON READING IN SM 2: for at least another 100 pages!)

LAST NIGHT:

TWO MISSIONARIES SHOWED UP. They were with the ADVEN- TISTS...LEFT THEM...were with GERMAN REFORM...LEFT THEM... studied with GEORGE and MARILYN HUBLEY...and is WHY THEY CAME HERE (150-200 MILES!)
They brought some LITERATURE they had PRINTED and some PRINTED BY OTHERS. This is a "SIGN-OF-THE-TIMES!" - not tied to the APRON STRINGS of MOTHER LAODICEA! I wanted you to know about -

"A WEEKEND WITH THE MOONIES!"

"A WEEKEND WITH THE ADVENTISTS!"

by

BUILD ON THE ROCK
P.O. BOX 23065
PLAZA 33 POSTAL OUTLET
KELOWNA, B.C. CANADA
V1X 7K7
(First printing 1995)

("CRAZY FOR GOD!" THE REASON I MENTION THIS - I KNEW ADVENTISM HAD TO GET IN THERE WITH (WE WROTE IN "ARMAGEDDON NEWSLETTER" Publication No. 472, Feb. 1, 1980) GET IN THERE WITH "SUNDAY PENTECOSTAL HOLY HELL-PRIESTS!" ("LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!") The one thing I remembered from "HOLY FLESH!" manifestations would be "DANCING UP AND DOWN!" and a REPETITIVE "CHANTING!" which is being REPEATED "NOW!" Look for "DANCING!" in this KELOWNA PAPER! AS IN "HOLY FLESH!" they have to call in: "He is also not a SDAI...HOLY FLESH...POP/ROCK CHRISTIAN(?) SINGER...CLAPPING AND SWAYING...LAUGHING IN THE AISLES...CLAPPING TO THE RHYTHM...HUGGING ONE ANOTHER, and felt all "WARM AND FUZZY" as they SWUNG WITH "LAUGH-TERS" and a degree of FRENZY, to eyes full of TEARS... THE PENTECOSTAL WAY...with CHERYL (dressed in shorts) beside him DANCING TO THE MUSIC. The youth (Adventist Youth) were being taught to SWAY and CLAP to the PENTECOSTAL MUSIC...Are you seeing why I was SHOCKED--???... CELEBRATION- stylED MUSIC... (A NON-ADVENTIST MAN)...why people make different choices...this opened with GAMES, and seemed really focused on talking to each other, and feeling comfortable telling and expressing EMOTIONS or WHATEVER, to the cell group...were VERY PERSONAL...Most of the time they made you feel RIDICULOUS and SENSELESS...we played more GAMES...breaking down the INHIBITIONS...One of the GAMES we had to play was "SMILE IF YOU LOVE ME, HONEY!"...seemed rather STUPID and INNOCENT...FAMILIARITY it caused between the SEXES...BREAK DOWN THE INHIBITIONS and normal DIGNITY...
WHAT IS A GOOD EXAMPLE

The thing we are all interested in - and throughout this paper - EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!! WHERE WOULD WE FIND THAT? We will not do much ANALYZING HERE - we will tell you WHERE TO FIND OUT - !!! NOW YOU DO EXACTLY WHAT WE TELL YOU!!! SOMEONE SHOULD PREPARE THIS IN A "FLYER!" for all to see. TAKE THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC BOOK - WRITE DOWN ON ONE SIDE - the CHAPTER HEADINGS - EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!! Then take their FAKE BOOK and put down - LIST THE CHAPTER HEADINGS on the other SIDE - and there you can see the BUTCHERING! JOB THEY DID! NICE PEOPLE! You will NOTICE one thing they HATE with PERFECT HATRED - they want NO DIVISION! NO "SEPARATION!" NO "MIDNIGHT CRY!" NO SIREE! They will put that off back into 1844 so you will have to be PREPARED to REPLY to that one! And if we do not show the TRUTH of the matter - who will?

THIS IS THE TRUTH:

THE "MIDNIGHT CRY" WAS GIVEN IN 1844 AND IS FINISHED! IS PAST HISTORY??? IS THAT THE WAY IT IS?

"THE PARABLE OF THE TEN VIRGINS

OF MATTHEW 25...HERE IS BROUGHT TO VIEW THE CHURCH living in the LAST DAYS," GC 393. 1884 GC 242. "...continue to be PRESENT TRUTH till the CLOSE OF TIME...This represents the CONDITION OF THE CHURCH." RH 2:419. August 19, 1890. "THE CHURCH that shall live JUST BEFORE His Second Coming." COL 406. 1900.

WHAT IS THERE ABOUT THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE -
that has not happened yet-?? Because it has to be "...ful-
filled to the VERY LETTER!!" RH 2:419. August 19, 1890.

SATAN LAUGHS IN TRIUMPH -

if he can fuddle up the ONLY PEOPLE ON EARTH who have the 100% TRUTH! So he raises a hue and cry throughout ADVENTISM - ALL THE HIERARCHY - ADMINISTRATORS - CONFERENCE PRESIDENTS - WHITE ESTATE -
have all been **PROGRAMMED** to believe the **"DOOR OF PRO-
BATION" WAS "SHUT" in 1844!** That **ELLEN WHITE** SAID SO! That she had such a **VISION!** And then later had to have **ANOTHER "VISION" to correct the FIRST!** We have offered **$1,000.00 CASH TO ANYONE - ANYWHERE - that can PROVE-
THAT-STATEMENT!** In **20 YEARS WE HAVE HAD NOT A SINGLE OFFER TO CLAIM THAT REWARD-!!! BUT THE LIE GOES ON - HAS LOST NONE OF ITS STEAM!**

**"AND ALL THE LIARS SHALL HAVE THEIR PART IN THE LAKE WHICH BURNETH WITH FIRE AND BRIMSTONE: which is THE SECOND DEATH!" Rev. 21:8.**

---

**THE REASON WHY THEY WANT THE LIE -**

is because **"HISTORIC" and "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" is the SUPERSTITIONS OF "URIAH SMITH!"** That this Church goes through come **HELL** or **HIGH WATER!** There is no **"NEW MOVE-
MENT" to "COME!"** We will not allow it. **10,000 MINISTERS and WORKERS have CONFEDERATED TOGETHER and taken an OATH of ALLEGIANCE to the "HOLY SEE!" in WASHINGTON, D.C.** And so one **ECHOES the other in the din to drown out any other **VOICE** but theirs.

**EVEN THOUGH IT IS WRITTEN -**

This is only **ONE of 44 OTHER THINGS that were WRITTEN, but as in the Days of Christ - they prefer the DOGMAS of the "HIGH-PRIEST!" and his SANHEDRIN!** But regardless of MEN and MAJOREITIES - it is still **WRITTEN:**

**"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 484.**

**(BUT) **"BEFORE THE TIME SHALL COME FOR SUCH A MOVE-
MENT...MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS...IN THE FUTURE!" 1884 GC 296. (SATAN) "WILL ENDEAVOR TO PREVENT IT - by in-
roducing a "COUNTERFEIT" GC 464. (THAT CHAPTER IS CALLED "MODERN REVIVALS") And gives the DOCTRINES they will be TEACHING - which NOT ONE WRITER of CHURCH or REFORM will TOUCH - with a **10-FOOT POLE!**

---

**THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE:**


(416.)

- 69 -
Since SATAN has almost complete control of this WORLD and this CHURCH - he has PROPAGATED the "TRADITION" - the HOAX that the "DOOR WAS SHUT!" in 1844 ACCEPTING THAT HOAX would mean there is no more relevance to the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" Hence, NO CALL FOR "SEPARATION" BETWEEN "WISE!" and "FOOLISH!" So we have every "RIGHT!" to look for this people to PLUNGE straight into "THE LOUD CRY!" AS A UNITED BODY. Any CALL to "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" would be a "MESSAGE!" from the Enemy of Souls - the DEVIL. It would be a "DEVIL-DOCTRINE!" and so the CHURCH regards it. THEREFORE THEY MUST HAVE THAT "SHUT DOOR" IN 1844! EVEN THOUGH THEY CANNOT PROVE IT. As so many OTHER THINGS - they need NO PROOF to believe a LIE! And as HISTORY IS REPEATED - as the JEWS and all "OFF-SHOOTS!" plunged into the "HOLY CITY!" the "ONLY PLACE OF SAFETY!" but proved to be a "DEATH TRAP!" So again we have the SAME THING! A "DEATH TRAP!" That's what it means to CHANGE THE WRITINGS!

AND THE UNITED AND DEADLY HATRED OF ANY "OFF-SHOOT!"

from the ESTABLISHED DOCTRINE: That is why we have to PROVE - ELLEN WHITE SAW THE VERY OPPOSITE IN "MY FIRST VISION!" "MY FIRST VISION!" instead of the LYING CLAIM OF ADVENTISM - "MY FIRST VISION!" EXPOSED THE LIE! "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.28. GC 431,483. 1884 GC 270-1.

YOU DON'T FOOL AROUND WITH A VISION

FROM THE LORD! Or He will "CHOOSE OUR DELUSIONS!" And the WHOLE ADVENTIST DENOMINATION, AS THE JEWS OF OLD - ARE ROLLING IN THE TURBULENT WATERS OF DECEPTION, that they THINK they will give the "LOUD CRY!" They will not even know what it is! TM 300,507. GIVING THE "LOUD CRY!" means "SUCCESS!" "VICTORY!" "TRiumph!" NATURALLY such a people will not want to LISTEN to ANYTHING ELSE! Imagine coming to such a people and TELLING them - you are going to "LOSE!" "THE IGNOminy OF DEFEAT!" Coming back (If you come back at all!) IN "CHAINS!" "SHAME!" "DISGRACE!"

YOU WANT VICTORY-?? THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT-??

THEN FLEE TO THE "ISOLATED PLACES!" For there is coming a "TIME OF TROUBLE!" such as was not since there was a nation! And at the FINAL END - we will take off right into the HILLS - SWAMPS - DESERTS - for one WINTER. - 70 -
"OUR FORMER BRETHREN!" even as they are NOW seeking those who "PRACTICE MEDICINE WITHOUT AN ADVENTIST LICENSE!" "QUACK BUSTERS!" holed up in L.L.U. WILL LEAD THE WICKED HORDES TO THE CAMP OF THE SAINTS FOR WHAT--?? For the final SHOWDOWN! "THE VOICE OF GOD!" HOUR - the only "ARMAGEDDON" there ever was!

THE LORD WILL ARRANGE FOR THE ADVENTISTS
to come with the "DEATH DECREES!" that they acquired to settle this matter. MAGAN 1,2. (With their CATHOLIC LAWYERS - they will RAMIK it through! READ IT!) HUNDREDS OF CAMPS - the Lord will arrange it for them to FIND THE SAINTS in their HUNDREDS OF CAMPS - ALL AT THE SAME TIME. FOR HIS PLEASURE. To demonstrate for the LAST TIME - who are His "CHOSEN ONES!" And the SICKENING DEFEAT of the SICK - (BOILS AND RUNNING SORES INFECTED) "ADVENTISTS" who pursued the SAINTS - right to the END - and now see them "CRINGING IN TERROR!" as they "BOW AT THE SAINTS" FEET!
EW 124,272-3,282,289,290. GC 656,672.

YES! THAT'S THE DAY WE EXPECT THE SAINTS
WILL SEE! Even if we are not there PERSONALLY. While the POOR SICK ADVENTIST - LED BY HIS "FROOMS!" and "WILSONS!" and "FOLKENBERGS!" and "STANDISHES!" and other BUMS - to expect this people to WIN - when all we have to do is point you to ONE REFERENCE! T5:211. BELIEVE IT LITERALLY! "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" THE FINAL PENALTY for REFUSING the "LAST MESSAGE!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" If you had any "DEGREES!" it would only HINDER you from "UNDERSTANDING!" this Last Message. THE REAMS AND REAMS OF PAPER USED - THE BOOKS AND MAGAZINES TO TRY TO STAY WITH THAT APOSTATE CHURCH IN ITS "OMEGA" DEATH THROES! IS CRIMINAL! When He is going to choose "OTHERS!" And then the SDA get so MAD - they will CLIMB A WALL! See it in TM 80,93,97.
...tell them things I felt they didn't need to know...CHANTING...
MINDLESSLY OBEY..."

OH! BOY! IS THAT ENOUGH - ??? Sounds like these ADVEN-
tists are once again WORMING their way in - to be the HEAD
and not the TAIL. (Of the PAPAL BULL with the RED EYES!)
("Worse than the HEATHEN round about!") IMAGINE how WILD
they will get when they start "HEALING!" and "BRING DOWN
FIRE from Heaven in the sight of men!" SM 2:49,52,54. "IM-
MORALITY will come in, and EXTRAVAGANCE, and many will
make SHIPWRECK of FAITH!"..."BEWARE of FALSE PROPHETS,
which come to you in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, but INWARDLY they
are RAVENING WOLVES!" SM 2:59,69.

THERE IS MORE REASON THAN EVER TO:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

(While you still can-!!!)

(You think you can do it any time you want-???)

(Better think again! Or be trapped in this "JERUSALEM!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MAY 19, 1995

NOTHING ELSE MATTERS - ABSOLUTELY NOTHING-!!! In "HOLY
FLESH!" MIRACLES OF SATAN - to sweep the WORLD! That
"DEVIL'S TRAIN!" it seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on board -
there could not be "ONE LEFT!" So wide, so well - did SATAN
have them MASS-MESMERIZED! EW 88,262-3.

JUST A PLAIN FACT - you have to be with the BIG CROWD -
your DOOM is fixed! You SNEERED at "COME APART and be ye
"SEPARATE!" "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" So now you have
what you want - "POPULARITY!" "BROTHERHOOD!" ON THE
TRAIN! Once it gets MOVING - you cannot get off! You go
where the TRAIN GOES! Now you better know something:

"WHAT IS THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION-???" Your preacher
never told you. It is that "BROTHERLY LOVE!" It is that
"POWER!" That "LAUGHING-UNCLESAM" It is "REV. 3:10."
I do not know what "THE BIBLE ONLY!" people will do now. I
know that if we ACCEPT a PROPHET! "He that receiveth a
PROPHET in the NAME of a PROPHET shall receive a PRO-
PHET'S REWARD!" MATT. 10:41.
CONVERSELY - he that follows a FALSE PROPHET, can, with the BEAST - go for a SWIM in THE LAKE OF FIRE!

ALL YOUR "RELIGION!" is now in the BALANCE - are you going to get caught up in the EXCITEMENT of "HOLY FLESH!" REPEATED ?? SM 2:31,37. "DEMONE$ in the form of MEN are PRESENT!" "WOULD TAKE PLACE JUST BEFORE THE CLOSE OF PROBATION!" SM 2:36.

PHILADELPHIA!

Not way down in REV. 3:14 (LAODICEA!) but while you are still in REV. 3:7,10. "I ALSO WILL KEEP THEE FROM THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION which shall come upon ALL-THE WORLD, to TRY them that dwell upon the Earth." REV. 3:10. ("PHILADELPHIA!") "THIS DELUSION WILL SPREAD, and we shall have to contend with it FACE TO FACE; and unless we are PREPARED for it, we shall be ENSNARED and OVERCOME!" EW 262. "The precious were hurried OUT of the DOOMED CHURCHES...IN THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" EW 279. "THE SPIRITS OF DEVILS...WILL WORK MIRACLES...the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION!"..."BECAUSE thou hast kept the WORK of My patience, I also will keep THEE," is the SAVIOUR'S promise. He would sooner send EVERY ANGEL OUT OF HEAVEN to protect HIS PEOPLE, than leave ONE SOUL that trusts in HIM to be OVERCOME BY SATAN!" GC 560. OH! YES! If you don't go along with the SENSELESS RABBLE NOW GOING INTO HIGH GEAR - your very LIFE will be IN DANGER! GC 619. (MORE LIGHT! GC 615.) (SEND FOR THAT WARNING FROM KELOWNA, B.C., CANADA.)

"LIGHT, PRECIOUS LIGHT, shines upon God's people; but it will NOT SAVE THEM unless they consent to be SAVED BY IT, fully live up to it, and TRANSMIT IT TO OTHERS IN DARKNESS...an INDIVIDUAL WORK!" T2:123. T1"232,263. "OH! WHAT A DAY IS BEFORE US!...Those who have GREAT LIGHT and who have NOT WALKED IN IT - will have NATURE'S OPPOSITION HIS TO THE LIGHT they have DESPISED!!!" TM 163. (And a DOZEN MORE!) NO! They DO NOT "GET AWAY WITH IT!" They only THINK so! GOD LOOKS FOR "REPENTANCE!" Blessed are they!

"OUR FIRM FOUNDATION!" MAY 1995

COLIN STANDISH CONSORTIUM: "HOPE INTERNATIONAL...the Seventh-day Adventist Church. We believe this Remnant Church of Bible prophecy has been brought into existence by the calling of the Lord, and we look for its FINAL TRIUMPH...
...and though the GREATER PORTION will fail the TEST, there will yet REMAIN a REMNANT... THEREFORE, HOPE INTERNATIONAL urges upon all the DUTY of SUPPORTING the Seventh-day Adventist Church IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE. (This magazine p.3.) (OUR EMPHASIS ADDED THROUGHOUT THESE WRITINGS. DO NOT QUOTE US. SEE ORIGINAL.)

NO CHRISTIAN COULD SELL HIS SOUL BY TAKING SUCH AN OATH!!! We do not need to go OUTSIDE of your own magazine to find CONDEMNATIONS and WOES IF-IF-IF you do not OBEY THE LORD! We can find 100 references of the POSSIBILITY, and yes! MORE than POSSIBILITY but also PROBABILITY of this Church being REJECTED!!! So you are going to BLINDLY "STAY WITH IT!" and go down WITH IT!!! Is that what you are saying and want EVERYONE ELSE TO TAKE THE SAME OATH OF ALLEGIANCE-??! "CURSED be the man that TRUSTED in MAN, and maketh FLESH HIS ARM!!" JER. 17:5. "NEEDLESS INTIMACIES with those who have NO RESPECT FOR GOD will SEDUCE us ere we are awake!" T5:198. (For SELF-PRESERVATION we could NOT take any such OATH!!) (To take such an OATH should NOT only any SATANIC PERSON.) (In BARNYARD ENGLISH - "Let them GO TO HELL!" all by THEMSELVES! Not make it a "RELIGION!" for others! NOWHERE DOES ELLEN WHITE MAKE ANY SUCH COMMITMENT! JUST THE OPPOSITE!)

"Thou shalt NOT follow a MULTITUDE to do EVIL! EXODUS 23:2. "And they were INSTANT(I) with LOUD VOICES, requiring that He might be CRUCIFIED." LUKE 23:23. (NO! We follow NO MULTITUDE!) "...an INDIVIDUAL WORK. We are NOT saved in GROUPS!!" GC 490,622. (Your WHOLE PROGRAMME says we ARE-!) "There is indeed, a WIDER ROAD; but its END is DESTRUCTION. If you would climb the PATH of spiritual LIFE you must CONSTANTLY ASCEND; for it is an UPWARD WAY. You must go with the FLOW for the MULTITUDE will choose the DOWNWARD ROAD!" MB 138,(197-8).

IN YOUR MAGAZINE - MAY 1995 - p.2. YOU FEATURE WHAT YOU CLAIM IS AN EDITORIAL by ELLEN G. WHITE. "THE 1888 MATERIALS." p.439-446. It is NOT called an EDITORIAL! In FACT - it is NOT that all CUT and DRIED as you present it. HAND WRITTEN SCRIBBLING - WHO SCRIBBLED IT-??! It says "RETYPE!!" WHO retyped it-??! WHY-??! Why did they not PHOTOGRAPH (XEROX) it as is-??! WERE CHANGES MADE-??! We have read ENOUGH of their ALTERATIONS - "FIXING UP!"
We can quote a DOZEN ADMISSIONS! Just now we will FORGET ALL THAT and ZERO IN on TWO THINGS:

\section*{SETTING (CONTEXT)}

This TESTIMONY from 1888 MATERIALS p.439-446. JUST BEFORE THAT (p.437-8) was a BLAST against "URIAH SMITH!" ("TRADITIONAL (HISTORIC) ADVENTISM") This is so POORLY done we will RETYPE it and in doing that HIGHLIGHT the important WORDS! (Or you can read it from 1888 MATERIALS p.437-8.) THE IDEA IS - get the THOUGHT of the WRITER - what she thinks of your WONDERFUL "HISTORIC ADVENTISM" as she is of the SAME MIND when she goes from p.437-8 into p.439-446. (WHICH you can read from "1888 MATERIALS!") To see what "STANDISH!" is trying to PULL OFF! It all boils down to this: DID SHE SAY (WITHOUT SHADOW OF TURNING!) that the "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH!!" will be "TRIUMPHANT!" and to be SAVED you have NO-OTHER-CHOICE but to stay IN-THE-"HOLY-CITY!!" or is that a "DEATH TRAP?" ELLEN WHITE ANSWERED THAT IN ORIGINAL 1884戈 1st chapter. They CHANGED it in all other TRANSLATIONS. To stay in "THE HOLY CITY!!" is DEATH!!! No. We can't have THAT!!! Where is the ERASER?!!!

THAT IS "THE GANG OF 40-!!!"

THE LORD PROMISED - "ALL-WILL-BE-UNMASKED!" If He has to send "EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN!!" I thought there was ONE REFERENCE. SG 2:201. I see there are 3 or 4! T1:99, 100. We are XEROXING R&H AUGUST 1, 1893. They can END - "1888 MATERIALS" p.439-446. (1889.) But the LAST THING that a PROPHET WROTE - is what COUNTS. So they can KEEP their "1888" p.439-446. WRITTEN IN 1889. But what did she write AUGUST 1, 1889?? THIS IS AUTHENTIC-!!! We PHOTOGRAPHED! (XEROXED!) it. WE NEVER CHANGED A SYLLABLE-!!! Do we need to tell you WHAT-IT-SAYS-???

THE "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" CHURCH IS FINISHED! SHE IS A "GONER!" NO HOPEs WHATEVER! ANN BROUGHT THE CHART TO OSHAWA! MARILYN HUBLEY USED A POINTER TO EXPLAIN IT. (This was shown on the VIDEO.) EACH CHART WAS "$20.00." THE SHOP THAT HAD A "XEROX MACHINE" TO DO 2x8 feet - was going to lose his MACHINE - he could not make the next PAYMENT. You pay me RIGHT NOW for so many COPIES (I will never make this offer again! Only ONCE - RIGHT NOW!)
ANN EMPTIED HER PURSE - do did I. We each had about $800.00. When he had $1,500.00 - he said "THAT'S ENOUGH! THAT WILL DO IT!" IMAGINE! THAT CHART TODAY! 20,000 COPIES! IN COLOR! PHOTOGRAPHER IN EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA - could not do it proper! OUR AGENT FOUND A PHOTOGRAPHER COULD DO IT - 100% RIGHT ON! Do not understand it - latest "LASER BEAM" OPERATION. THEN PRINTED IN WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA. HALF WAY ACROSS THE CONTINENT! THAT CHART SHOWS NO WAY THE "GANGL OF 40!" is going THRU (EXCEPT TO "HELL") That was what I brought to "OSHAWA!" R&H AUGUST 1, 1893. We put the two together now! SATAN PARALYZED ELLEN WHITE WHEN SHE WAS ABOUT TO WRITE - 1884 "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" SATAN TRIED TO STOP US NOW! But I think the LORD WILL KEEP US ALIVE for awhile yet! LONG ENOUGH TO EXPOSE "THE GANG OF 40!" We have 20,000 COPIES READY TO GO AROUND THE WORLD! We need EXPLANATION BOOKLETS to go with every CHART - should be a MINIMUM of 50,000 now and perhaps another 50,000 LATER ON. Should be a "HIGH SPEED PRESS" We could not afford it so we only have 5,000 now. We hope by the time you get this - you will see what we are talking about. ONE TO EVERYONE ON THE LIST! (That's not many now! NO REPLY FOR ONE YEAR - we cut them off! EXCEPT FOR LEADERS!) They send their PAPERS TO US - we send to THEM! With a few EXCEPTIONS!

RABBI FRED ALABACH LED THE PACK OF SDA MINISTERS that came to OSHAWA back then. They came UNDER FALSE PRETENCES! They did not say they were SDA MINISTERS! They had "AFTER MEETINGS!" led by RABBI ALABACH - "THIS IS NO WAY TO WIN SOULS! ONLY 144,000 to be SEALED! COME WITH ME TO OHIO AND I WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO WIN SOULS!" WOMEN WERE AWAKE! THEY WARNED US ALL ACROSS THE COUNTRY they were teaching "WE ARE GODS!" JOHN SMITH PHONED ANN DeMICHAEL - she asked him POINT-BLANK - "ARE YOU TEACHING THAT WE ARE "GODS-???" "YES! WE ARE GODS!" Who was it tried that-??? HEROD? EATEN BY WORMS! AA 151. Two or three of them "EATEN BY WORMS!" (CANCER!) MARTY WOLD went BACK to be a MINISTER for the SDA. DEAD OF CANCER. I would have thought ALABACH would have been FIRST! Perhaps the Lord is reserving him for "SOMETHING SPECIAL!"

BACK THEN ROBERT LOGAN was CUSTODIAN OF CHARTS! He mailed them out as needed. All ended now with these NEW CHARTS!
Among the professed children of God, how little patience has been manifested, how many bitter words have been spoken, how much denunciation has been uttered against those not of our faith. Many have looked upon those belonging to other churches as great sinners, when the Lord does not thus regard them. Those who look thus upon the members of other churches, have need to humble themselves under the mighty hand of God. Those whom they condemn may have bad but little light, few opportunities and privileges. If they had had the light that many of the members of our churches have had, they might have advanced at a far greater rate, and have better represented their faith to the world. Of those who boast of their light, and yet fail to walk in it, Christ says, "But I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment, than for you. And thou, Capernaum [Seventh-day Adventists, who have had great light], which art exalted unto heaven [in point of privilege], shalt be brought down to hell: for if the mighty works, which have been done in thee, had been done in Sodom, it would have remained until this day. But I say unto you, That it shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment, than for thee." At that time Jesus answered and said, "I thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent [in their own estimation], and hast revealed them unto babes."
"DEMONS in the form of MEN are PRESENT!" p.57.

"...would take place JUST BEFORE THE CLOSE OF PROBATION. Every UNCOUTH thing will be demonstrated. There will be SHOUTING, with DRUMS, MUSIC, and DANCING...And this is called "THE MOVING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT!"

"The HOLY SPIRIT NEVER reveals itself in such methods, in such a BEDLAM OF NOISE...The POWERS of SATANIC AGENCIES BLEND with the DIN and the NOISE, to have a CARNIVAL!" p.36.

"NO ENCOURAGEMENT should be given to THIS KIND OF WORSHIP!" p.37.

"...the POISON sting of the SERPENT!" p.37.

"...EXCHANGE WIVES, thus bringing in ADULTERY into the Church. I have been shown that DECEPTIONS like those we were called to meet in the EARLY EXPERIENCES...will be REPEATED, and that we shall have to meet them AGAIN in the CLOSING DAYS OF THE WORK." p.28.

"We must as WORKERS be UNITED in FROWNING DOWN and CONDEMNING ANYTHING that bears the least approach to EVIL!" p.29.

"Those things which have been in the PAST - will be in the FUTURE! SATAN will make MUSIC a SNARE...TAKE HEED, BRETHREN!" p.38.

NOW WE GO BACK TO DR. CATHY BURNS (THE NAZARINE)

"FRANCES HUNTER...We went to a FULL GOSPEL BUSINESS-MEN'S FELLOWSHIP banquet in Houston...The man (the speaker) said, "Well, Jesus, bless FRANCES!" Down I went faster than you can blink an eye, followed one second later by my precious HUSBAND!...I tried to get my hands off of the FLOOR, but nothing happened. I couldn't believe what had happened to me, because it was PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE for me to move...I began to feel a most peculiar type of "BUBBLING!" then it ABRUPTLY came out of my MOUTH in the form of the LOUDEST LAUGH I had ever heard..."
no pressure on my MOUTH could keep the LAUGHING BACK. I laughed, laughed, laughed and laughed...I stopped LAUGHING just as QUICKLY as I started, and SUDDENLY I was RELEASED from the bed of HOLY GHOST GLUE in which I had been resting!

LAUGHTER BRINGS DEMON OPPRESSION

"...SUICIDAL FEELINGS, and loss of FAITH after the HOLY LAUGHTER EXPERIENCE."...Actually, the SPECTACLE of UNCONTROLLABLE LAUGHTER and ANIMAL NOISES may be new to the Church World but the OCCULT has known such phenomena for a LONG TIME. JOY SMITH, an ex-follower of SWAMI BABA MULKTANANDA discloses that the SWAMI "would transfer what he called "GURU'S GRACE" to his FOLLOWERS through SHAKTIPAT (physical touch). p.16. (SAME AS "HOLY ROLLERS!"

Thakar Singh
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 7, 1995

To think that an OPEN ENEMY of "CHRISTIANITY!" would employ the SAME TECHNIQUE - "TOUCH!" a person to transfer their "POWER!" This "TRIGGERS!" UNCONTROLLABLE LAUGHTER - the WORKS, according to DR. CATHY BURNS and her study of this PHENOMENON.

She further reveals that "ANTON MESMER" a MASON and the FOUNDER of "ANIMAL MAGNETISM" or "MESMERISM!" which was the FORERUNNER of "HYPNOTISM!" and who called his SESSIONS "SEANCES" was also able to cause "UNCONTROLLABLE LAUGHTER!" MESMER, like some of these "EASTERN GURU'S!" marched around MAJESTICALLY...touching them with a long iron wand. Some would feel NOTHING AT ALL - others would go into "HYSTERICAL LAUGHTER!" - CONVULSIONS or FITS or "RAVING DELIRIUM!" (THIS IS OF GOD-???)

NOW WE TURN BACK TO ELLEN WHITE AND SM 2:.... (Not all by EGW.) "They have been ARRESTED in the EAST on a charge of exercising "MESMERIC!" influence on a CHILD. After hearing the case the ATTORNEY and the MAYOR had said that if they were not on the border of INSANITY, they were perilously CLOSE TO IT!" (By COMPILERS.)

"Before the END we would see STRANGE MANIFESTATIONS by those who PROFESSED to be led by the "HOLY SPIRIT!"...PECULIAR MANIFESTATIONS, which are NOT-OF-GOD!" p.41.

"If God had given you a SPECIAL MESSAGE for His people, you would walk and work in HUMILITY - NOT as if you were on the STAGE of a THEATER!" p.45.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 10, 1995

We are to "EDUCATE!" people, not APPEAL to the CIVIL POWER to "FORCE!" them to "OBEY!" But that is EXACTLY what "THE CHURCH!" DOES! 1884 GC 425. We saw this 50 years ago in GC 607. The "ADVENTISTS!" scoffed at that IDEA - called us all kinds of "NAMES!" Are they still "SCOFFING-???" SCOFFING that "THEY!" would go to the "CATHOLICS-??!!"

And the "CATHOLICS!" become their MASTERS and get ADVENTISTS to issue the "DEATH DECREED!" MAGEN & SPAULDING p.1,2. DEATH to those who do not keep "SUNDAY!"
"THE CHURCH" appeals to the strong ARM of CIVIL POWER, and in this work, PAPISTS are SOLICITED to come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS!" 1884 GC 425. GC 607.

CHRIST had NO TROUBLE with the ROMANS, until the JEWS-MADE-IT-!!! WE have NO TROUBLE with the "ROMANS!" until the "JEWS (ADVENTISTS)" - MAKE IT! "They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER "BRETHREN!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608. OH! BOY! WHAT "BRETHREN!" "A GENERATION OF VIPERS!" ARE "BRETHREN-???" T5:226,213.

"They belong to the SAME CLASS that JOHN addressed as a "GENERATION OF VIPERS!"...Such persons are AMONG US! UNSEEN, UNSUSPECTED. They serve the CAUSE of SATAN... The CHURCH will rarely take a HIGH STAND than is taken by her MINISTERS. We need a CONVERTED MINISTRY!" T5:226-7. "God is raising up men to go forth to LABOR in the HARVEST FIELD, and if they are HUMBLE, DEVOTED, and GODLY, they will take the CROWNS which those MINISTERS LOSE who concerning the FAITH are "REPROBATE!" T1:441.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 11, 1995

PERHAPS some who urge us to OVERLOOK SIN and ERROR for the GREATER GOOD of "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" (The SONG of BABYLON!) Should think TWICE of these words: ALL who walk by the SIDE of an "APOSTATE!" will be imbued BY HIS SPIRIT-!!!" TM 290,270. "Shall we be CHARMED with the PRATINGS of the APOSTATE-???..."Lord, put ENMITY between ME and the SERPENT!" ("GENERATION OF VIPERS") T4:585.

WE HAVE SEEN THOSE WHO BELIEVE THE TRUTH -
Even VERY GENEROUS in SUPPORTING-THE-TRUTH! But who FAIL in giving a PERSONAL WITNESS! They will LOSE OUT! EVERY TIME! Get a supply of a PAPER YOU LIKE and hand or send it out! You do not have to use your own NAME! (Like if you are a MINISTER'S WIFE!) "IT IS A LAW!"

"IT IS A LAW OF GOD - that whoever believes the TRUTH as it is in JESUS - will make it KNOWN!" TM 290. (So you will have your OWN STAR in your CROWN-!!!) Do it NOW!

THIS A "THOUGHT FOR TODAY!" TRY TO UNDO THE EVIL PERPETRATED BY REPROBATE MINISTERS! DO NOT GIVE HIM ANOTHER DIME!
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 11, 1995

THE SUBJECT IS "CHANGES IN THE BOOKS!" We covered that in "THE FOREWORDS!" We spent the GREATEST CARE in preparing those "FOREWORDS!" We did not try to STROKE THEIR FEATHERS THE RIGHT WAY-!!! We could have SOLD perhaps SIX TIMES AS MANY if we had sought to PLEASE. But we were of the OPINION that this may be for MANY - THEIR "LAST WARNING!" WARNINGS are not going to go on FOREVER! There is a "LIMIT!" Ready or not - "THE MINISTRY OF HIS WRATH COMMENCES!" "THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED!" T5:208 under "THE SEAL OF GOD!" CHAPTER! "THERE IS NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY!" (SAME.)

THE APOSTATE MINISTRY IS NOT TELLING YOU THIS!

THEY PLAY THEIR JEWISH HARPI "ALL IS WELL! TRA LA-!!!"

IT WILL HIT THEM "AS AN OVERWHELMING SURPRISE!"

(SAME AS THE WORLD!)

"For a time NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM!
SO WITH "THE CHURCH!" that lives JUST BEFORE CHRIST'S SECOND COMING!" COL 408 (419). "NO DIFFERENCE!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 12, 1995

What is the duty of a CHRISTIAN, as a SOLDIER - standing "ON GUARD!" Naturally if it is some little thing - he can look after it himself. But if it could ENDANGER THE CAMP - he SOUNDS AN ALERT-!!! How does it look from your QUARTER-?? IS THERE DANGER-?? FALSE PROPHETS ARE ALWAYS A DANGER-!!! "But I saw that some - who had FORMERLY run deep into FANATICISM - would be the FIRST now to RUN before GOD sends them, before they are purified from their PAST ERRORS; having ERROR mixed with the TRUTH, they would feed the FLOCK of God with it, and if they were suffered to go on, the FLOCK would become SICKLY, and DISTRACTION and DEATH would FOLLOW!" EW 62.

THEN WHAT IS THE LORD'S REMEDY TO TAKE CARE OF THE SITUATION-???

"I saw the necessity of the MESSENGERS, ESPECIALLY, WATCHING and CHECKING all the FANATICISM wherever they see it RISE!" EW 63.

- 44 -
Did you hear this before-???. If not - WHY NOT-???. This is God's plan to PROTECT the FOLD! "OH! HE'S ALWAYS FINDING FAULT!" That's not the QUESTION! The QUESTION IS - WHY IS THERE SO MUCH FAULT TO FIND-???

And if some of those IDIOTS who somehow got to be "HEADS!" of the CONFERENCE or "EDITORS!" (HEAVENS FORBID!) EDITORS of the "REVIEW!" at a time when ERROR is getting WORSE and MORE and MORE! And "THEY!" are not CONCERNED! SOUND NO ALARM! "DECEPTIONS of almost EVERY KIND are IN THE CHURCH!" The SPIRIT of God which prompts to "REPROOF!" is TRAMPLED UNDERFOOT, while the SERVANTS-OF-SATAN-TRIUMPH-!!! GOD is DISHONORED, the TRUTH made of NONE EFFECT. (SORRY IT IS TOO LONG TO QUOTE ALL OF IT - BUT READ IT FOR YOURSELF! WE HIT THE HIGHLIGHTS!)...(DO YOU EXPECT THE "CHURCH!" TO TELL YOU THIS-???)...."HERE WE SEE THAT "THE CHURCH!"...was THE FIRST to feel the STROKE of the "WRATH!" of GOD!..."PEACE and SAFETY!" is the CRY from...THESE-DUMB-DOGS that would not BARK...ALL-PERISH-TOGETHER!" T5:210-211.

You are going to pay the WAGES of such CLOWNS-???. And actually expect a "WELL DONE - thou GOOD and FAITHFUL SERVANT!" You have a LOOOONG WAIT COMING-!!! OH! BOY! I am waiting for the day when YOU beat them INTO THE GROUND!!! EW 282. GC 656. There will be NO ONE to PITY or to SPARE! Why should they-???

AND IMAGINE, at a time like this - when "THE WRATH!" of God is about to be "POURED OUT!" so that when the PROPHET EZEKIEL SAW IT - he FAINTED from the SIGHT! EZEKIEL 9:8-11; 13:3, 8-17. (You owe it to YOURSELF and YOUR LOVED ONES - to GATHER a little GROUP together - "HOUSE MEETINGS!" now held ALL AROUND THE WORLD! AND STUDY FOR YOURSELF!)

IMAGINE if you read (AND MARK!) EZEKIEL - ISAIAH - JEREMIAH and then READ from THE CLOWN - "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL ALL!" My God! What has HAPPENED to you-???

JUST WHEN the most TERRIBLE THREATENING ever given to MAN is in "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" GC 449. THESE CLOWNS come up with "LOVE UNLIMITED-UNCONDITIONAL-UNCEASING!" I used to say - it is a WONDER the ANGEL does not SLAP-HIM-IN-THE-MOUTH! Maybe he HAS!

- 45 -
WATCH the retinue of FALSE PROPHETS going with HEART TROUBLE - CANCER - INCURABLE this and INCURABLE that—!!!
(Of course God's people are ALSO being LAID-TO-REST before "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!") So it is HARD to JUDGE! But just the same - WATCH the "OBITUARIES!" of the CLOWNS!) "Or if I bring a SWORD upon that land...!!!" EZEKIEL 14:17.

IMAGINE a CLOWN like "MIKE CLUTE!" and WOMEN from the "PAPER DOLLIE WARD!" SENDING HIM MONEY—!!! (And he TAKES IT—!!!) You are going to see ADVENTISTS dying off like FLIES so that the World itself will ask - "WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THESE PEOPLE-!!!???." You think that is FAR-FETCHED? Did you FORGET you READ: "SLAY UTTERLY...and BEGIN at my SANCTUARY...Then they BEGAN...and FILL THE COURTS with the SLAIN...Thy pouring out of ("LOVE!" UNCEASING-???) Thy pouring out of THY FURY upon JERUSALEM!" EZEKIEL 9:6-8.

THE SAME "JERUSALEM!" shown in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38. But CHANGED to "THE WORLD!" is going to get it in your HOO-DOO of a book: YOUR GC 37. NO CHANGE, VANCE FERREL? WE-CANNOT-SHOW-ONE-??!! The ANGEL stands POISED to SLAP you in the MOUTH—!!! Don't EVER say that AGAIN—!!! Thank GOD that you WILL NOT—!!! That you have MORE SENSE—!!! Even YOU can "REPENT—!!!" Tell the TRUTH after DECADES-OF-LYING—!!! For MIKE CLUTE there is NO HOPE! His CONSCIENCE is SEARED as with a HOT IRON—!!! There is NO HOPE! Like the Devil - he went TOO FAR! PP 404-5. GC 378-382. 1884 GC 232-6. Don't be a DEVIL—!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 13, 1995

When I was about 12 years old - I saw a "CLOUD BURST!" It was 10 to 20 miles away. It looked like a HAT - UPSIDE DOWN - the TOP was falling off - the CLOUD was emptying itself as it fell in SHEETS to the ground. Before the days of "COMB-INING GRAIN" - we used to "BINDER" it. That meant old-time "SHEAVES." We would put two sheaves together, then a cluster of sheaves in a circle one against another and perhaps one or two laid on top. That was a "STOOK!"

THAT "CLOUD BURST!" was ONE INCH RAIN - that filled the LOW spots so the "STOOKS" were UNDER WATER! That was ONE INCH of RAIN from a "CLOUD BURST!"
What about ONE INCH OF RAIN - "every hour for 24 HOURS!" Measure from the floor - 24 INCHES OF RAIN! IMAGINE 24 INCHES OF RAIN just FLOATING ALONG in a CLOUD-!!!

NOW IMAGINE THIS: CBC NEWS - JULY 12, 1995 - JAPAN - I wrote it down so there would be NO MISTAKE! 33 MILLIMETERS OF RAIN AN HOUR! OVER 13 INCHES! CARS - HOUSES - with people IN THEM - turning over and over in the TORRENT - never seen again! "A SIGN OF THE TIMES-???" NEVER IN ALL HISTORY!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 14, 1995

Isn't that SOMETHING-??? The more SURE a man is that he is "SAVED!" The more SURE that he is NOT! "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!...should NEVER be taught to SAY or to FEEL that they are "SAVED!" This is MISLEADING...They are UNPREPARED!" COL 154-5.

ALL OF BABYLON SAYS "I AM SAVED!" Did they FLY up to HEAVEN and LOOK in the BOOKS-??? It is ONE THING to hang that around one's own NECK - but to TEACH any and ALL OTHERS that "THEY-!!!" are "SAVED!" - that is "KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAMI!" Are you SURE the GROUND will not open up for "YOU-???" It is time to be "ASHAMED!" of such a "RELIGION!" Good for CLOWNS! It might give a DEAD-BEAT a momentary "UPLIFT!" He can IMAGINE for a little while that he is a "SOMETHING!" even if it is "SPIRITUALISM!" GC 554,558. 1884 GC 374,378-9. "ANTICHRIST!" AA 554. RH 5:414; 1:65.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 15, 1995

When a RACEHORSE wins a RACE - they put a GARLAND (WREATH) of FLOWERS around his NECK. When one "JOINS!" the ADVENTIST CHURCH they put a GARLAND of FLOWERS around his NECK! He has "WON THE RACE!" He is "SAVED!" "GLORY!" "HALLELUJAH!"

BUT WAIT A MINUTE! Let's back up a bit! That RACEHORSE had to go into TRAINING - BEFORE he could PERFORM! In the SAME SENSE and in NO OTHER SENSE! You do not HANG a WREATH OF FLOWERS - around the neck of someone who has not yet "PROVED!" themselves! "THE WORK OF A LIFETIME!" What if they "LOSE THE RACE-???" This scene is shown here:
"Ministers and people SEE...The people SEE that they have been DELUDED. They eagerly ACCUSE one another...but all UNITE! (No! The Ministers did not plan on this kind of "UNITY")...but all UNITE in HEAPING their BITTEREST CONDEMNATIONS upon the MINISTER. UNFAITHFUL PASTORS have PROPHESIED "SmoOth THINGS!"...NOW, in their DESPAIR, these teachers CONFESS: (The Lord will "MAKE THEM!" EW 30. REV. 3:9) ...these TEACHERS CONFESS before the WORLD their WORK OF DECEPTION. The MULTITUDES are FILLED with FURY, "WE ARE LOST!!" they cry, "and YOU are the CAUSE of our RUIN" and they TURN upon the FALSE WATCHMEN. The very ones that once ADMIREd them MOST, will PRONOUNCE the MOST DREADFUL CURSES upon them. THE VERY HANDS that once CROWNED them with LAURELS (GARLANDS OF FLOWERS!) will be RAISED for their DESTRUCTION. The SWORDS that were to SLAY GOD'S PEOPLE are now employed to DESTROY their ENEMIES. EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED!...THE FALSE SHEPHERDS are the FIRST to FALL. There are NONE to PITY or to SPARE. MEN, WOMEN, MAIDENS, and LITTLE CHILDREN PERISH TOGETHER!" 1884 GC 472-3. GC 655-6. (See the SAME THING: T5:211. Because of 210.)

ARE YOU GOING TO WEEP OR REJOICE-???

So who WEEPS - REV. 18:2,6,9-11. See who REJOICES - verse 20. "REJOICE!" that you found this out IN TIME! And let these THEOLOGICAL BUMS FOOL OTHERS - NOT "YOU!" "Come OUT of her, My people, that ye receive NOT of her SINS. (REMEMBER: "I AM SAVED!" is a "SIN!" COL 154-5) and that ye receive NOT of her PLAGUES!" REV. 18:4. "TRAVEL." p.249. "REJOICE!" if you can SAVE your LOVED ONES and those who come to your "HOUSE MEETINGS!" What I say unto you, I say unto all "REJOICE!" even if only ONE stays with you! At least it is ONE! To enjoy the CEASELESS AGES OF ETERNITY!" When this World will be but a DIM MEMORY! A NEW EARTH and a NEW HEAVEN!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 18, 1995

If I do say it 1,000 TIMES - NOTHING amazes me more than "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN-THE-CHURCH!" T5:210. I know we have to consider "TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES!" THE TIME IS "THE SEAL OF GOD!" And what "THE CHURCH!" does NOT want to ADMIT:
"Here we see that THE CHURCH...was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of GOD...These DUMB DOGS...all PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. In times past there was one HERE and one THERE - that seemed to give us "THE TRUTH!", but in the long run - became "RING LEADERS IN APOSTASY!" T5:212. As Sr. White said - she did not know WHO to TRUST - she did not know if she could TRUST HERSELF-!!!

This, of course - is EXEMPLIFIED by a TRAIN - it seemed THE WHOLE WORLD was ON BOARD - there could not be ONE LEFT! EW 88,263. All we can say is: "SHAME! SHAME! SHAME!" If we want to ADMIT THE TRUTH - this LAST ADMINISTRATION is the WORST in all HISTORY-!!! You do not see it-??? It is truly WRITTEN: because you are "BLIND!" The APOSTASY so RANK in the "OMEGA!" as far as they can go: UNLIMITED - not "BABYLON!" no. LOWER than BABYLON! BABYLON is not that LOW as to worship OUT of the SANCTUARY! BABYLON DOES NOT TEACH THAT YOU WILL "FIND CHRIST!" in the "OUTER COURT!" It takes an APOSTATE "ADVENTIST!" And other APOSTATES that bring them to the "OMEGA!" SM 1:204-6.

YES! You heard this from us BEFORE! But it is still ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO BELIEVE! That they would go THAT LOW-!!! And FIGHT-TO-THE-DEATH! to DENY IT! LIE IN UNISON! ALL PREDICTED - down to the LAST DETAIL! TAKE US TO LAW! The LAST GASP of a DYING CAUSE!

THE LATEST DISCOVERY!

We have made it our business to FIND where they have CHANGED THE WRITINGS. HERE IS A MAJOR ONE: (So Christ "NEVER LEFT THE CHURCH--???") "Slowly and regretfully Christ left FOREVER the precincts of the TEMPLE!" DA 626. WHAT WAS LEFT OUT-??? CHAIN-OF-THREE-WORDS-LEFT-OUT-!!!

"Slowly and regretfully, Christ...(OH! OH! OH! OH!) The SOURCE I obtained this FROM! DID NOT! DID NOT! DID NOT! PRINT ALL-OF-IT-!!! So we will start ALL-OVER-AGAIN-!!!

THE LATEST DISCOVERY!

"Alas for those who knew not the TIME of their VISITATIONS! Slowly and regretfully Christ left FOREVER the precincts of the TEMPLE." (As shown in DA 626. Some EMPHASIS ADDED.)
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"Alas for THE HAUGHTY JEWS who knew not the DAY of their VISITATION! Slowly Christ, WITH HIS DISCIPLES, left FOREVER the precincts of the Temple!" "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" (BOOK 3:81. 1878.)

WHAT DID "SOME HAUGHTY JEWS!" LEAVE OUT OF THE ORIGINAL TEXT—?? Not only "CHRIST!" but "HIS DISCIPLES!" LEFT—THE—CHURCH! and that "FOREVER!" No, they did NOT come "BACK!" in the "OMEGA!" or "APOSTASY!" NO! NO! NO! NEVER! To put their NECK in the CONTROL of "HAUGHTY JEWS!" right now trying to bring the NATIONS under the JEW-ISH YOKE AGAIN!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 19, 1995

BILDERBERGER (JEWS!) TRIED TO PUT BRITAIN UNDER THE "ILLUMINATI" (JEWISH!) CONTROL (AGAIN!) but "THE IRON LADY!" (MARGARET THATCHER!) swung her INFLUENCE AGAINST THE BILDERBERGER (ILLUMINATI) VOTE and thinks each COUNTRY should stand FREE and CONTROL their own AFFAIRS.

BUT THIS IS NOT PROPHECY!

THE NATIONS, OF COURSE - do not consider the RELIGIOUS ELEMENT the THREAT they WILL BE! Here is where the JEWS (ATHEISTS–COMMUNISTS–BOLSHEVIKS) held SWAY and CONTROL until WRESTED OUT OF THEIR HANDS! (To fit PROPHECY!)

BUT WHICH URIAH SMITH AND HIS CRONIES IN THE ADVENTIST CHURCH - SOLD OUT TO THE TALMUD AND THE JEWS AS DO ALL WHO SELL - PEDDLER - GIVE AWAY THAT FAKE 1888 "URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION OF THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" WITH ITS LYING PREDICTIONS NOW GOING AROUND THE WORLD AS NEVER BEFORE AND THE CLAMOR (JEWISH CLAMOR!) - "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" Hot having the FAINTEST IDEA that they are but DUPES of SATAN AND "THE HAUGHTY JEWS!" FURTHERING THE OBJECTIVES OF THE "ILLUMINATI!!" Trying to get them in the SADDLE again under a DIFFERENT GUISE–!!!

HERE WE REQUIRE CAREFUL READING OF:
"THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405!" and the URIAH SMITH (JEWISH!) TRANSLATION - YOUR 1888 or 1911-!!! WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE-??? HOW DOES YOUR 1888 GC 588 ELEVATE THE JEW - PUT HIM ON AN EQUAL FOOTING WITH APOSTATE "PROTESTANTISM" Thinking they are putting an END to "ROMANISM!" but actually putting the PEOPLE in the GRIP OF "ROMANISM!" more than EVER-!!!

HERE IS THE PREDICTION:

HERE IS THE CULMINATION: "ROMANISM in the OLD WORLD and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM IN THE NEW!" ORIGINAL 1884 GC 445. (Your GC 616 is the SAME!)

THE ORIGINAL BOOK:) "PROTESTANTISM will yet stretch HER hand across the GULF to GRASP the HAND of SPIRITUALISM; SHE will reach over the ABYSS to CLASP HANDS with the ROMAN POWER; and under the INFLUENCE of this THREEFOLD UNION..." ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405.

(USE A "SEE-THROUGH-COLORED-PEN" AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE!)

"The PROTESTANTS of the UNITED STATES will be FOREMOST in stretching THEIR HANDS across the GULF to GRASP the HAND OF SPIRITUALISM; THEY will reach over the ABYSS to clasp HANDS with the ROMAN POWER; and under the INFLUENCE of this THREEFOLD UNION..." YOUR 1888 GC 588.

TRUTH

(1) What we have seen of it so far - it is NOT "PROTESTANTS-OF-THE-UNITED-STATES!" THE WORLD CENTER is FAR EASTERN CANADA - "TORONTO, CANADA!" MILLIONS spreading out from that HUB - to all points of the GLOBE. Just now this is the CENTER of the KILLER HEAT WAVE going from there "SOUTH" It is "PENTECOSTALS!" (PROTESTANTS) that are "FOREMOST!" in GRASPING the HAND OF THE POWER POX "SPIRITUALISTS!"

(2) They are NOT "EQUAL PARTNERS!" PROTESTANTS ("PENTECOSTALS!") ARE STILL "FOREMOST!" ("SPIRITUALISTS!") DID NOT COME TO HER! "SHE!" CAME TO "POWER-POX SPIRITUALISM!" (SPIRITUALISM DID NOT MOVE! PROTESTANTS DID THE GATHERING OF POWER!) So also with:
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(3) ROMANISM WAITED for "PROTESTANTISM!" TO INVITE HER! PROTESTANTISM IS STILL "FOREMOST!" It is not "THEY!" that reach over the ABBYSS! It is "SHE!" that nails together the "THREEFOLD UNION!" Led by "ADVENTISTS!"

(4) "Here we see that "THE CHURCH!" T5:211. "These WORKS of APPARENT "HEALING!" will bring "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" to the "TEST!"..."bringing down of FIRE out of Heaven!" SM 2:53-4. MM 88. (20 more references!) All this is EXCITING! How they will LEAD THE NATIONS The "CIVIL POWER!" GC 607 (424). Before their BUBBLE BURSTS! (FIRST CHAPTER OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY!")

"I AM SAVED-!!!"

"THE PHARISEE...he is full of SELF-PRAISE. He LOOKS it, he WALKS it, he PRAYS it...With this SPIRIT it is IMPOSSIBLE for him to enter into communion with God. He goes down to his house DESTITUTE." COL 150-1.

"There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God, or so DANGEROUS to the human soul, as PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE...should NEVER be taught to SAY or to FEEL that they are "SAVED!" This is MISLEADING...They are UNPREPARED!" COL 154-5.

"It is only he who KNOWS himself to be a SINNER that Christ can SAVE!...The Lord says, "BECAUSE thou sayest, I am RICH, and increased with GOODS, and have NEED of NOTHING...We must behold CHRIST. It is IGNORANCE of HIM that makes men so UPLIFTED...Those whom HEAVEN recognizes as HOLY ONES are the LAST to parade their own GOODNESS...NONE of the APOSTLES or PROPHETS ever claimed to be WITHOUT SIN!" COL 158-160.

THAT "27 THING!"

In this 1988 BOOK - so SHAKING with ZEAL not according to
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KNOWLEDGE - NEAL C. WILSON made SURE his PET NOTION would get in this book even BEFORE it was TIME to LIST the "27 BELIEFS!" Since "SANCTIFICATION!" and "CHARACTER-BUILDING!" is the "WORK-OF-A-LIFETIME!" in order to be "SAVED!" RIGHT NOW! The "LOVE!" of GOD had to be "UN-CONDITIONAL!" Had to go to 1972 "HAL LINDSEY!" p.219 for that one.

IF THE "LOVE!" OF GOD -

is TRANSITIONAL - INTERMITTENT - CONDITIONAL - depending on the WILL-OF-GOD (And NOT of MAN!) then IN NO WAY! that he could say "I AM SAVED!" no matter if he does go at its HAMMER-AND-TONGS!

"WHEN THE FIGURES REACH A CERTAIN AMOUNT THAT GOD HAS FIXED, the ministry of His WRATH COMMENCES. THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED. DIVINE PATIENCE CEASES. THERE IS NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY!" T5:208. "There is HOPE for EVERY-ONE-OF-US! but only in ONE WAY! and that is by BINDING ourselves TO CHRIST! (NOT "YAHWEH!" p.20) and exerting every ENERGY to ATTAIN to the PERFECTION of HIS CHARACTER!...Seek ye the LORD while He may be FOUND!" T5:540.

IF WE GO BY HAL LINDSEY AND NEAL C. WILSON -

and now the KING "ROBERT S. FOLKENBERG!" his "COURT FOOL!" WILLIAM G. JOHNSSON - "ADVENTIST REVIEW" - JULY 2, 1995 p.(731)3. REVEALS THE SECRET OF HIS POPULARITY: "FOLKENBERG already has made a MARK. His RINGING EMPHASIS on "ASSURANCE-OF-SALVATION!" ADVENTIST REVIEW. JULY 2, 1995. p.(731)3. This is the "ANALYSIS!" of "I AM SAVED!" JOHNSSON on that PAGE.

THE FRONT PAGE OF THAT "ADVENTIST REVIEW!"

Shows FOLKENBERG BASKING IN THE GLOW OF CRASHING "SUCCESS!" that they would want him for another TERM to show his UTTER and TOTAL HATRED of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" teaching in the two BOXED-IN REFERENCES that NEAL C. WILSON HATED with "UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!" SM 1:48. SM 2:78. (We could have printed 10 TIMES AS MANY! THE THEME NEVER CHANGED FROM ONE END OF THE TESTIMONIES TO THE OTHER!) In the four big books of the "1888 MATERIALS!" she railed 33 TIMES against "THE PHARISEES!" running this "SYNAGOGUE!" If we went through all the TESTIMONIES we would have 100 yes, 200! as well as calling them "KORAH DATHAN, and ABIRAM!"
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SHE PREDICTED "THE GROUND OPENING UP!"

would be **"REPEATED!*" SOP 1:300,306. ST 4:153. PP 403-4. They had committed the sin against the Holy Ghost. PP 405. Then the SMILES will not be quite so BROAD - seeking with EAGER DESIRE the APPROBATION of their FELLOWS - for there will be **NONE!!!**

IN A "RED LETTER EDITION" OF THE BIBLE -

Christ said your seeking the "PRAISE OF MEN!" will be "The ONLY REWARD!" they will EVER RECEIVE! MATT. 6:2-21. So make the MOST OF IT - "I AM SAVED!" ADVENTISTS even if it is the "MOST HOPELESS!" - "MOST INCURABLE SIN!" (COL 154-5) that you are PROPAGATING from LAODICEAN PULPITS - just like the Churches of the World! "NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM!" COL 408 (419).

ONCE-UPON-A-TIME -

There WAS a DIFFERENCE as to what ADVENTISTS TAUGHT - but not since they went **"IN COMMON!" with the WORLD. AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION - R&H Dec. 18, 1969 p.20 and the MAXWELL BOOK. ALL PREDICTED IN GC 445 (278). So that those **"UNBALANCED!" in mind may **"THINK!" they have **"WONDERFUL LIGHT!" from CALCULATING SCHEMERS! SM 2:91. Also called "JUNTO!" and "CABALA!" A few men UNITED in CLOSE CONFEDERACY to take ADVANTAGE of the **"MANY!" CONSCIENCE SEARED AS WITH A HOT IRON!

SR. WHITE SAID IF AND WHEN WE GET TO HEAVEN -

AND WE LOOK AROUND - ONE OUTSTANDING THING - "FEW CHURCH LEADERS!* WILL BE THERE!!! So get your PICTURES FRAMED UP in **"I AM SAVED!" JOHNSON'S "REVIEW!*" that will be the "ONLY REWARD!" they will ever receive! "In the LAST SOLEMN WORK - FEW GREAT MEN will be ENGAGED. They are SELF-SUFFICIENT - INDEPENDENT OF GOD - and He cannot use **"THEM!" ("IN THE SHAKING, TESTING TIME! T5:80-1.) (Will you get "MAD-AS-THE-DEVIL!" that this is in the TESTI-MONIES-???)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 22, 1995

NOT get MAD at handing you the "MOST HOPELESS!" and "MOST INCURABLE SIN!" No. But seeing the FOLKENBERG/JOHNSON TEAM BASKING IN THE GLOW OF **"SUCCESS!" that
they paid NO ATTENTION TO "TRUTH!" but handed YOU what YOU wanted! WON THAT EARTHLY CROWN and "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" BESIDES! YOU LOVED IT! Until EW 282. GC 656 rolls around! and THEN beat them into the GROUND!

WE CRY BIG CROCODILE TEARS FOR YOU THEN ???

DON'T KID YOURSELF---!!! AFTER A LIFETIME OF INSULTS THE SAINTS WILL "REJOICE OVER HER, THOU HEAVEN! and ye HOLY APOSTLES AND PROPHETS; FOR GOD HATH AVENGED YOU ON HER!" REV. 18:20.

WE SCHEMEDI - PLANNED - SPENT TITHE AND OFFERINGS - TO TRY TO ENLIGHTEN YOU!! But you went your JAUNTY WAY - paid our EFFORTS no-never-mind! Now we and all HEAVEN return the COMPLIMENT! We pay YOU no-never-mind! "For in ONE HOUR so great: "RICHES!" is come to "NAUGHT!" (AND WHO DOES THE "LAMENTING!" - "weeping!" - "Wailing!"")

THE HONOR YOU SHOWERED ON THE "WILSON/FOLKENBERG CULT!"

Has now turned to ASHES!!! Together with "TEARING OF HAIR!" and calling on the MOUNTAINS and ROCKS to fall on them to HIDE them from the FACE OF HIM WHO COMES - not quite like the IDIOT ARTISTS DRAW FOR THE DUPES IN "THE REVIEW!" OFFICE!

AND THE GLOWING VERBAL PICTURES COMING OUT OF "UT-RECHT, NETHERLANDS!" from CHURCH and STATE alike! Until ISAIAH-JEREMIAH-EZEKIEL-DANIEL-HOSEA 4:14 and AMOS 8:3 ROLLS AROUND-!!! (AND REVELATION 18-!!!) "LOUD CRY-???

"THE END IS COME... THERE SHALL BE MANY DEAD BODIES IN EVERY PLACE! THEY SHALL CAST THEM FORTH WITH "SILENCE-!!!" AMOS 6:2,3.

X X X

NO "LOUD CRY!"

X X X

NO. YOUR LEADERS (TONGUE-IN-CHEEK!) ARE NOT TELLING YOU THIS-!!! YOU SEE THE PICTURES OF YOUR LEADERS - 1995 to 2,000-??? TO YOU THEY LOOK (AS THEY DECLARE THEMSELVES LOUD AND LONG!...) EFFICIENT - TRUSTWORTHY - COMPETENT!
TO US THEY LOOK:
SLY - A FARCE - BURLESQUE - AN ACTOR - A BUFFOON - A
CLown - (TEACHING WHAT HE KNOWS IS ERROR-!!!) - _BUT A
PUPPET PLAYING A PART - MANIPULATED - A HIRELING PRIEST
- WHOSE END IS TO BE BURNED-!!!

WHO WILL AGREE TO JUST ABOUT ANYTHING
SHOVED INTO HIS HANDS-!!! CONSCIENCE OF
A LOUSE-!!! SHOULD DO A WORK SUITABLE
TO HIS TALENTS - SUCH AS CLEANING BARNs!

AGREE WITH "I AM SAVED!" (THE BABYLON RELIGION-???)
INSTANTLY-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 28, 1995

TO THE PEOPLE - the PHARISEES also put on an IMPOSING
FRONT - and DEMANDED TO BE GIVEN RECOGNITION as "HOLY
POTENTATES!" as their due. ROME tore HALF THE WORLD A-
PART - (The way the TESTIMONIES PUT IT:) "The GLORIFICA-
TION of THEMSELVES was the OBJECT OF THEIR LIVES!" They
went through the MARKETPLACE with "HOLY! HOLY! HOLY!" on
the hem of their GARMENTS. They went READING THE SCRIP-
TURES to draw the ADMIRATIONS of the CROWD (AND IT
WORKED!) But for the ONE for whom it DID-NOT WORK: Who
told them this would but ADD to their CONDEMNATION!

THIS INSULT WAS WORTHY OF DEATH!

What if we find references that if the LEADERSHIP show the
SAME SPIRIT they showed in 1888 - they would YET do
EVERYTHING the JEWS DID THAT CRUCIFIED CHRIST-!!! TM 70,
78-81, 106-7, 126, 163.

WE HAVE A NUMBER OF PAGES TO PREPARE TO FINISH THIS PAPER -
WE HAVE NOTES WE MADE IN 1992 - it may not seem like it -
but we think they apply "TODAY!" MORE THAN IN 1992! Let us
check and see:

THE PHARISEE:
THE PHARISEE did not just PARADE his "HOLINESS!" and then
did not care if you BELIEVED it or NOT-!!! HE CARED-!!!
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HE CARED so much that he was willing to GO-TO-WAR to MAKE YOU ACKNOWLEDGE his SUPERIORITY! ROMANISTS called it "CRUSADES!" Not just to ACKNOWLEDGE his SUPERIORITY but to pay him your TITHE or DOUBLE TITHE - called "TRIBUTE!" To pay the ARMY that "PROTECTS!" you, called "TAX!" THE JEWS (PHARISEES!) hated NOTHING like they hated "TAX COLLECTORS!" some of whom had more of a sense of RIGHTEOUSNESS - than did the CHURCH LEADERS! And so when CHRIST SAID the "PUBLICANS!" (TAX COLLECTORS!) go into the KINGDOM-BEFORE-YOU! the JEWS (PHARISEES!) became so FURIOUS they could hardly be RESTRAINED!

THE JEWS, in their CONNIVING - tried to get CHRIST in TROUBLE WITH THE LAW! but when the LAW turned around and PROTECTED CHRIST - the JEWISH RAGE KNEW NO BOUNDS-!!! ENDED UP IN "GIVE US BARABBAS!" They GOT their BARABBAS and they GOT their REVOLUTION! And they GOT their "MASSACRE!" (SUICIDE) "GIVE US VICTORY OR GIVE US DEATH-!!!

SO THEY GOT DEATH-!!!

SO WILL THE "ADVENTISTS!"

"SATAN is to work with all manner of BEWITCHING INFLUENCES, and those who are CHARMED with them NOW, or give them the LEAST COUNTENANCE NOW, will be all ready to be swept right in to ACT a PART with the DEVIL - "THEN!" p.51.

"The DECEPTIONS will INCREASE!" p.58.

"IMMORALITY will come IN and EXTRAVAGANCE,...make SHIPWRECK OF FAITH!" p.59.

"Which will lead UNBALANCED MINDS to THINK that they have WONDERFUL LIGHT!" p.91.

"FREEMASONS or with any SECRET ORGANIZATION. The SEAL of the living God will NOT be placed upon anyone who maintains such a connection..."COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM, and be ye SEPARATE!" p.140.

"If you play the POLICY of NONCOMMITTAIL...you will be EN-TANGLED in a NET of your own WEAVING, and will be RUINED!" p.169.
"I will NOT be counted a "DO-NOTHING!" p.181.

"The church MILITANT is NOT the church TRIUMPHANT!" p.226. (You say it is--???)

"The LORD has often instructed me that many little ones are to be laid away BEFORE "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" We shall see our children again. We shall MEET them and KNOW them in the HEAVENLY COURTS." p.259. (Next p.260.)

"DRUG MEDICATION...is a CURSE!" p.283.

"THE PHARISEE STOOD and prayed thus with himself (Luke 18:11) and his prayer reached no higher than HIMSELF!" p.313.

"Let the COLORED brother enter into marriage with a COLORED sister." p.344.

"I do not mean that CHEAP FAITH unsupported by WORKS!" p.381.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 8, 1995

Well, we sort of departed from our subject, didn't we--??? We went through SM 2:...what we had HIGHLIGHTED YEARS AGO. And should help us meet the FUTURE. Such as:

"REBELLION and APOSTASY are in the very air we breath...If men are so easily misled now, how will they stand when SATAN shall PERSONATE CHRIST, and work MIRACLES--???...The DECEPTIONS will INCREASE, and we are to call "REBELLION!" by its RIGHT NAME!" (READ ON!) SM 2:394-5. (You will miss much if you do not READ ON!) "I SEE A CRISIS BEFORE US!" (WHOOPS! FUTURISM!) p.400.

A LAST THOUGHT ABOUT HUNDREDS BEING "SLAIN IN THE SPIRIT!" LAUGHING FOR HOURS AND THEN LAYING ALL NIGHT ON THE FLOOR - UNABLE TO MOVE. HOW MANY WILL FILL THEIR PANTS? TALK ABOUT "AIRING THEIR DIRTY LINEN IN PUBLIC-!!!" Did the "SHAKERS!" go through something like this--??? T2:272.
HISTORIC ADVENTISM REVIEWED

THE TERMS ARE FREELY BANDIED ABOUT - "HISTORIC ADVENTISM" - "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" - and it depends who is talking - without knowing it - to most that means - "URIAH SMITH!" And it is not even THAT! It is really:

"LEROY EDWIN FROOM!"

"PROFESSOR EMERITUS FOR PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING FOR ANDREWS (SEMINARY.) General Conference Presidents could come and go - but FROOM - went on FOREVER. 40 YEARS OF FROOM - 1933 to 1973.

MOST "ACADEMICS" AND "SCHOLARS" -

at least those accepted by "THE WHITE ESTATE!" but ECHO:

(1) URIAH SMITH. (2) LEROY E. FROOM. Most Ministers have it very EASY - to know what "HISTORIC" or "TRADITIONAL" ADVENTISM is merely ASK the "WHITE ESTATE!" They are the FINAL WORD and thus they maintain "HARMONY." So they CLAIM. But the CLAIM can be SHOT full of HOLES when for EVERY "NEW" MEMBER coming in the FRONT DOOR - one goes out the BACK. For YEARS on endless YEARS they BOASTED - (Each Minister in charge of the CHINA FIELD BOASTED of his EXPLOITS of how many they were "WINNING!" When the OFFICIAL GRAPHS SHOWED - the MEMBERSHIP stood at about 20,000 for about 20 YEARS!!! Much ado about NOTHING! And the "WHITE (WASH) ESTATE" did NOTHING to clarify the picture.)

HENCE THE NEED OF RE-WRITING "HISTORY."

AND THE FIRST THING NEEDED is "WHAT IS "HISTORIC" OR "TRADITIONAL" ADVENTISM? For the most part they do not know what is "PIPED!" or what is "HARPED!" and the more part knew not WHEREFORE they were come together. Because the TRUTH has NEVER come through "HIRELING (PAID) PRIESTS" whose fate is shown: "PROFESSED ADVENTISTS" who had fallen away...And in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION," which is yet to come...they will KNOW! that they are FOREVER LOST! and overwhelmed with ANGUISH of spirit, they will BOW at the SAINTS' FEET." "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.12. "By this TIME the 144,000 were all SEALED and perfectly UNITED. On their FOREHEADS was WRITTEN, "GOD, NEW JERUSALEM! and a glorious STAR containing JESUS' NEW NAME...THEN it was that the SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!...WORSHIPPED at our feet!" WTF 15.

- 59 -
A SIGN OF INSPIRATION AND PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING -

is that every NEW REFERENCE gives a bit of "NEW LIGHT!" and so we find is the case when we compare the above with EW 15,30,37,124. This last reference "HIRELING PRIESTS!" are also called "FALSE SHEPHERDS" who will be "TORMENTED" with more than one "PLAGUE!" "THE MINISTERS...Their SUF-
FERING was TENFOLD GREATER than that of their people!" EW 282. GOOD-!!! FINALLY SHUT THEIR BIG (FROG) MOUTHS! As their people beat them into the ground! GC 656.

IN PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION YOU HAVE -

"HISTORICISTS" - is a PROPHET predicting what is to come in the FUTURE.
"PRETERISTS" - is a PROPHET who sees what took place in a SHORT PERIOD of the PAST.
"FUTURISTS" - is a class of PROPHETS who confine the FU-
TURE to the FINAL END.

OR AT LEAST THAT IS SOMewhat THE DEFINITION GIVEN -

IN "SDA BIBLE COMMENTARY" VOLUME 10. Also known as "SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA" p.524 under "HISTORICAL VIEW OF PRO-
PHECY." Hardly what some people IMAGINE when they read BOB SESSLER or his MENTOR - RALPH LARSON-!!! We agree with NONE OF THEM! It is enough to know that a PROPHET PREDICTS what is to come in the "FUTURE!" NATURALLY! "THAT" is a PROPHET!

A PROPHET COULD ALSO SPEAK OF WHAT TOOK PLACE -

in the PAST! But by rights THAT would be a "COMMENTATOR!" If not INSPIRED they may be RIGHT, they may be WRONG. COMMENTATORS prepare "CONCORDANCES" - we do not sell our soul to "CONCORDANCES" no more than we do to "COM-
MENTATORS." EVEN "DICTIONARIES" may not give the MEAN-
ING that you require. THEN AGAIN the Enemy of Souls has CHANGED THE MEANING OF WORDS through the CENTURIES. So a MEANING now accepted - may not be the MEANING in the days of when the RECORD was made. "JONAH" was in the belly of the fish "FOR EVER!" JONAH 2:6. It was "HELL!" JONAH 2:2. SATAN MADE SURE - "TERMINOLOGY" would be CHANGED so he could "PROVE!" what he wanted to "PROVE!"
FROM SPAWNED A RAFT OF THEOLOGICAL INGORGAMUSES

ELLEN WHITE CALLED THEM - "EDUCATED DUNCEIS!" FCE 44.
MAGAN 43. "FOOLS!" FCE 171. "EDUCATED WORLDLINGS!" FCE 536. "THE MINDS...ARE LEFT TO BEAT ON THE ROCKS OF INFIDELITY!" FCE 330. (IS THAT "SHIP!" GOING THROUGH?)

"THE WISE!" WILL NOT TAKE A "FOOL'S INTERPRETATION!"

OF ANYTHING! Even a "COMPANION OF FOOLS!" WILL BE "DE-

FROM'S FORMULA THE VERY BASIS OF MESMERISM!

40 YEARS OF FROOM, incredible as it may sound - laid the BASIS for MESMERIC "MIND-CONTROL!" What is the FIRST RE-
QUIREMENT of the HYPNOTIST? "SILENCE!" "SLEEP - SLEEP -
SLEEP!" What is today called "WILTON ERICKSON HYPNOSIS!" "LAB 1 and LAB 2 - NLP - NEUROLINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING." Whatever other fancy names they give it - the TECHNIQUE is the SAME. As old as the Devil. THE FIRST REQUIREMENT of the HYPNOTIST is "SILENCE!" "RELAX!" "SLEEP!" Crack a joke or two - get him to drop his GUARD. FROOM HAD 100% OF THE MINISTRY - "DO NOT FIND FAULT!"

FIND FAULT WITH "BABYLON!" WITH "SUNDAY!"

But once you get them in the Church - DROP YOUR GUARD! Now you are with "BRETHRIEN!" That MESMERIC CHANT went from CHURCH to CHURCH - these are "BRETHRIEN!" "RELAX!" "SEE TO YOUR OWN SINS, BROTHER!" SETTLE DOWN! YOU HAVE FOUND YOUR HOME! THIS SHIP IS GOING THROUGH. This I know for FROOM told me so! FRED ALABACH TRIED IT ON ME! BOB SESSLER TRIED IT ON ME! POLITICIANS USE THE TECHNIQUE! They like to work it TWO-TOGETHER! ONE WITH THE GIFT OF THE GAB does the PROGRAMMING - the other keeps NODDING in AGREEMENT!

THERE IS ONLY ONE SAFETY -

"BE YE ANGRY AND SIN NOT!" You will find this FORMULA ONLY in the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE - HUNDREDS - THOU-
SANDS - have read over it and never saw it! It is your 1911 GC 506 and on! It is in 1884 GC 325 and on. - 61 -
It is called "GRACE!" It is "POWER!" that CHRIST "IMPARTS!" It is called "ENMITY!" You did not HAVE it! It must be "GIVEN!" you. You dare not "RESIST!" it! It is your only PROTECTION! To ELIJAH it meant taking the SWORD - to cut off their "INFLUENCE!" just below their EARS! To shut their BLABBERING MOUTH FOREVER! OLD-FASHIONED WOMEN knew about it - when the GIGOLO comes with his SWEET NOTHINGS - HIT HIM! SLAP HIM so it will be heard in the other room! DAVID SPEAKS OF IT AS KNOCKING HIS TEETH OUT! You do not let your mind go BLANK. SATAN ENTERS THE VACANT MIND. YOU DO NOT SWOON - you WRAP YOUR UMBRELLA AROUND HIS NECK! YOU KEEP YOUR DIGNITY. YOU DO NOT LET HIM INVADE YOUR BODY OR MIND!

THIS IS "POWER!" THAT CHRIST "IMPARTS!"

EV. 297. T5:146-7. MM 143-4. COL 271. FROOM the MASTER PSYCHOLOGIST - had ODOM LEAVE OUT 200 "CONDEMN!" STATEMENTS out of that "COMPREHENSIVE INDEX!" NOT NEEDED! NOT WANTED!

VANCE FERRELL FELL FOR THE TECHNIQUE!

When in the presence of the "ERICKSONIAN HYPNOTIST" in the Adventist Church - be NONCHALANT! Like JUDAS - EAT YOUR LUNCH! Or "READ A BOOK!" Or perhaps, like a contented COW - CHEW YOUR CUD! Instead of getting to your feet and grab your children by the arms and yell: "LET'S GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!" And NEVER come BACK to that kind of a "CHURCH!" that is the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!"

WE MUST UNDERSTAND THE POWER OF MIND CONTROL!

It could affect one for LIFE! THOUSANDS have been "BRAIN-WASHED" by FROOM - stay with that "CHURCH" till DEATH do us PART. As already shown - they will go along with these LEADERS right into the "VOICE OF GOD" HOUR! RIGHT INTO THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES - not to realize their MISTAKE until their own MEMBERS beat their BRAINS OUT!

"IT WAS YOU WHO KEPT ME FROM RECEIVING THE TRUTH!" EW 282.
"EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED!" GC 656.
"WITH THE FURY OF DEMONS, THEY TURN UPON THEM!" GC 672. "AND THERE FOLLOWS A SCENE OF UNIVERSAL STRIFE!" 1884 GC 487. - 62 -
(TELL MIKE CLUTE THIS WAS "LEFT OUT!" OF GC 656 and this is the only "UNIVERSALISM" we know anything about! "UNIVERSAL SLAUGHTER!" T4:384-7. ST 1:116. EW 290.) MIKE CLUTE WILL BOW SIDE BY SIDE WITH SATAN AND ADMIT THEY ARE BETTER OFF - DEAD! GC 670. 1884 GC 486. T4:493.

IT WOULD BE QUITE A SWITCH FOR AN ADVENTIST HYPNOTIST - TO BE ROTTEN-EGGED OFF THE PLATFORM - or for some woman to wrap a LOADED DIAPER around his NECK! Instead of WATCHING HIM WITH HOLY AWE! (OR "READ A BOOK") WHAT A STUPID CONCURRENCE when THAT! is what the HYPNOTIST WANTS! "SILENCE!" "PEACE AND SAFETY!" "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. ALLEN LEE OF ROCHESTER says he likes our FORMULA. "HIT HIM!" But the MAJORITY will sleep on! "SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH! ONLY TO BE AWAKENED BY THE WRATH OF GOD!" See T1:263. SG 4:61. T8:37,304.

FROM PUT HIS PEOPLE TO SLEEP - HAD ALL THE MINISTRY - if some one was AWAKE enough to RAISE a NOTE OF WARNING - to GANG UP on him from all sides - "YES, BUT...!!!" (LIKE A BILLY GOAT - "BUTTING!") "YES, BUT - MRS. WHITE SAYS NOT TO FIND FAULT!"

HOW ABOUT LOOKING AT THE NON-FAULT FINDERS - ???

"ESPECIALLY in the CLOSING WORK for the CHURCH, in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000...SET A MARK upon the FOREHEADS of the men that SIGH and that CRY for all the ABOMINATIONS that be done...IN THE CHURCH...But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of "ALL" THOSE WHO DO NOT THUS SEE...and do not FEEL...and BEGIN at MY SANCTUARY!" T3:266-7. "THEN THEY BEGAN at the ANCIENT MEN which were before the HOUSE. (No, they had NOT LEFT IT! They were still there - in the PULPITS! That is where the "SLAUGHTERING ANGELS" FIND THEM!) "THESE DUMB (LAODICEAN) DOGS...THAT WOULD NOT BARK..ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. (YES! Go back to CHURCH to get this paper OUT OF YOUR SYSTEM!) POOR DUMB STUPID DOGS!

FROM MASTERMINDED TWO BOOKS TO TEAR DOWN -

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" (1) "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES!" (1957.) (2) "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY!" (1971.)
"MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!" is a JOINT FROOM-WILSON BOOK. p.16.

IF A PROPHET OF GOD PREDICTS it will be as it was in the days of NOAH-LOT - eight people saved from the WHOLE WORLD - three people from two cities. And some FALSE PROPHET ("URIAH SMITH") comes along and gives them VISIONS OF GRANDEUR! WHO DO YOU EXPECT WILL WIN - ??? Will they SHOOT DOWN "URIAH SMITH" and "FROOM?" or ELLEN WHITE - ??? Let us see:

"MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!"

WAGGONER kicked out his WIFE and took up with a NURSE in ENGLAND. FROOM GOES TO HER TO FIND OUT WHAT HAPPENED IN 1888 - !!! "JESSIE F. MOSER-WAGGONER." (1930) p.243. This was the START of the THEOLOGY OF BEGUILING FROOM and SIDE-KICK WILSON. Did you say something about "NEW THEOLOGY?" WAGGONER was neither COURTING DEBATE nor afraid of DEBATE. (No. He was only COURTING "JESSIE!") He simply said "RIGHTEOUSNESS" is a GIFT, and CANNOT BE "EARNED!" The PARAMOUNT QUESTION WAS, shall we continue to ATTEMPT to "EARN" SALVATION, or shall we receive it as a "GIFT!" from Christ?" THEN LIKE A FLASHING ROCKET IN THE LAODICEAN SKY - the PUPPETS ON A STRING come up with: "W.H.EDWARDS, recording secretary of the GENERAL CONFERENCE...the "LIGHT!" of "RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH" soon "BURST!" into his Soul, together with the FACT (This is how easy a debatable INFUSION becomes a "FACT!") the FACT! that NO-ONE-IS-SAVED by the KEEPING of the "LAW!" "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY." FROOM-WILSON p.244. (1971.)

SLAP IN THE FACE #1 TO ELLEN G. WHITE - !!!

WHERE WERE THE MEN who presented the CARDINAL TRUTH to OPPOSE the RELIGION of "BABYLON!"? Like as though it is "NOTHING!" to keep the LAW - it avails NOTHING! The CARDINAL TRUTH IS that NO ONE CAN "KEEP THE LAW!" without the "POWER!" and the "GRACE!" of the HOLY SPIRIT! So if you fall for BABYLON and the DEVIL - you tell GOD you are not even going to "TRY!" FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT - "IT IS NOT BY TRYING! IT IS BY DYING!" (TWICE DEAD!)

SO THERE THE DIE IS CAST - !!! WE WILL NOT EVEN "TRY!" TO BEHAVE!

VENDEN SAYS TO MAKE AN "EFFORT!" TO KEEP THE LAW - only makes matters "WORSE!"
And THAT is the man **THEY!** choose to write the LATEST 1992 BOOKS! (And pay him ROYALTIES! A man after their own heart!) THEY ADMIT - that is the MAIN BATTLE! **PARAMOUNT QUESTION!**

THEN FOR PAGES FOLLOWING THE THEME OF -

"NO WORKS!" "THE CURSE OF WORKS!" ("CURSING!" ON THE WAY TO THE KINGDOM!) URIAH SMITH tried to TRICK "ELLEN WHITE" when JAMES WHITE DIED in 1881 - assured her he would UPHOLD HER WORK! "But BRETHREN, she said - **HE DID NOT DO IT!**" p.265.

HE SAW THERE WOULD BE A CONFRONTATION -

SO TO CARRY ON HIS NEFARIOUS WORK - to keep his JOB - SAW THAT HE WAS LIKED! HE TRICKED HER! Changed NOTHING! As we go on in his 1971 book - he again shows his GOING ALONG with the CHANGING "E. J. WAGGONER" and his "CHRIST AND HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS" (1890) the basis of the "NEW THEOLOGY!" and the ideas of WAGGONER'S NEW FOUND "JESSIE!" (Said to be "SHORTHAND NOTES" - but elucidated by the MIGHTY "FRoom!" p.373.)

SINCE VANCE FERRELL IS NOW PROPAGATING -

"THE DANGERS OF TIME-SETTING!" (PG 121-124.) (APRIL 1992.) And in doing so CLAIMING that he is giving us "ALL" relevant references either in this release or in PG-21. We see what he chooses to call "HISTORIC" or "TRADITIONAL" ADVENTISM is based on "THE WHITE (WASH) ESTATE" which is based on "URIAH SMITH" and 40 YEARS of "LERoy Froom!"

IN THE QUESTION OF "TIME-SETTING"

TIME FOR WHAT-???. Well, naturally - the old saw - the NEXT thing is we give the **LOUD CRY!** Is that the way it is? Or is he playing with the CONTROLS of a MEGATON-POWERED SPACESHIP without knowing what the INSTRUMENT PANEL KEYBOARD MIGHT ACTIVATE! IF NOT SELF-DESTRUCT!

AS THE JEWS DID IN OLD JERUSALEM -

"LORD GRANT US THY POWER! FOR WE ARE THE MEN OF THE HOUR!" THIS HISTORY REPEATED! URIAH SMITH - FROOM (CHURCH LEADERS) LIKE THE JEWS IN OLD JERUSALEM - we are going to BEAT THE ROMANS! "STAY WITH THE SHIP!" And reap the REWARDS of "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" - 65 -
BUT THAT WAS SUICIDE! THAT WAS NOT -
"THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" He said at certain "SIGNS!" to drop EVERYTHING and "FLEE!" Not only out of JERUSALEM but also out of JUDEA. Right into the HILLS! NOT ONE THAT DID THIS LOST THEIR LIVES! BUT VANCE FERRELL AND THE "WHITE ESTATE!" ARE LEADING US TO THE "SLAUGHTER!"

WE ARE TALKING ABOUT "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!"
ARE WE LOOKING FOR THOSE WHO "SAY THEY ARE JEWS - BUT WHO LIE - AND ARE NOT!" REV. 3:9. (UNDER THE PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH!) Do we STAY in the DOOMED CITY or do we SEE "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER?" VANCE FERRELL is giving us "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" NEXT IS "THE LOUD CRY?" GROUP SALVATION? GC 490. NOTHING ELSE REMAINS IN 1992 - ???

IN RETROSPECT -
(4) LOUD CRY. Before that (3) MIDNIGHT CRY. Before that (2) 11HOUR. Before that (1) THE "SHAKING-SEALING" MESSAGE. NO MIXED MULTITUDE IS GOING TO GIVE NO "LOUD CRY!" FIRST THERE HAS TO BE A "SEPARATION!" BETWEEN "WISE!" AND "FOOLISH!" NECESSITATING A SPECIAL "MESSAGE!" AND WHERE DOES THAT START - ??? OH, BROTHER! DON'T SAY IT TOO LOUD - VANCE FERRELL WILL BE IN DANGER OF A "HEART ARREST!!" He goes BY the "SHUT DOOR" CHURCH-SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!

NOT A HINT IN VANCE FERRELL'S WRITINGS THAT -
"THE LORD GOD WHICH GATHERETH THE "OUTCASTS" OF ISRAEL!" Isa. 56:8. OH! NO! THAT CANNOT BE! WE WILL NOT ALLOW IT! If we cast them out - 25% every 10 years! They are a "NOTHING!" They are of "NO VALUE!" He would not dare "GATHER!" (SEAL!) THEM! OH! NO! WE WILL NEVER BELIEVE THAT! ONLY THE "HOLY CITY!" IS SECURE! THIS WE KNOW FOR FROOM TOLD US SO!

"THE LORD GOD WHICH GATHERETH THE "OUTCASTS!" OF ISRAEL SAITH: ..., HIS WATCHMEN ARE "BLIND!" THEY ARE "ALL" IGNORANT, THEY ARE "ALL" DUMB DOGS, they cannot "BARK!" - SLEEPING - LYING DOWN - LOVING TO SLUMBER... GREEDY DOGS which can NEVER have "ENOUGH!" - and they are "SHEPHERDS" that cannot UNDERSTAND..." ISA. 56:8-11.
"But draw near hither, ye sons of the sorceress, the seed of the adulterer and the whore!" ISA. 57:3. (SAY! THAT SOUNDS LIKE 75:210-213: "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER. T3:266-269.

THE PROUD PHARISEE WHO DOES NOT WANT TO ADMIT - OR CONSIDER THE "CHANGES" IN THE BOOKS - will be OVERWHELMED with SHAME and CONSTERNATION when - "TOO LATE!" he has to pay the PRICE for his "TRUST!" in "MEN!"

WHAT AM I TALKING ABOUT - ???

"The EVENTS connected with the CLOSE OF PROBATION and the "WORK!" of "PREPARATION" for the "TIME OF TROUBLE!" are CLEARLY PRESENTED. But MULTITUDES have no more UNDERSTANDING of these IMPORTANT TRUTHS than if they have NEVER been REVEALED. SATAN watches to catch away every impression that would make them "WISE!" unto salvation, and the "TIME OF TROUBLE" will find them "UNREADY!" GC 594. 1884 GC 412.

WHO KEEPS THEM FROM BEING "WISE" AND "READY?"

"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS" are arraying themselves against "GOD!" THEY are praising CHRIST and the "god" of this World in the SAME BREATH!...to CRITICIZE and CONDEMN and FAULSIFY! (WHO DID FROOM SAY WAS DOING THIS - ????) LET THE SON OF DECEIT and FALSE WITNESS be entertained by a "CHURCH!" that has had GREAT "LIGHT!", great evidence, and "THAT CHURCH!" will discard the "MESSAGE!" the Lord has sent, and receive the most UNREASONABLE assertions and FALSE SUPPOSITIONS and FALSE THEORIES. SATAN LAUGHS at their FOLLY; for he knows what truth is.

"MANY WILL STAND IN OUR PULPITS" with the TORCH of FALSE (URIAH SMITH) PROPHECY IN THEIR HANDS, KINDLED from the "HELLISH TORCH of SATAN!" TM 409. RH 5:263. EV. 361,590. (And 20 more!)
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